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Carnosic acid (CA) is a phenolic terpenoid mainly existed in rosemary, sage and other 

Labiate herbs. It possesses powerful antioxidant, anti-inflammatory and other health-

promoting activities for treating degenerative and chronic diseases. The low solubility and 

dissolution in aqueous environment of carnosic acid posed a challenge for its application 

in functional food and accessibility for intestine absorption. The target of my research is to 

enhance the bioavailability and evaluate bioactivities of carnosic acid by encapsulated in a 

lecithin based nanoemulsion system. 

 The first part of the research is mainly about the investigation of the properties of 

carnosic acid and the development of the carnosic acid nanoemulsion (CA-NE). The CA-

NE was formulated by medium chain triglycerides as oil phase, lecithin as the emulsifier 

and prepared by a two-step high speed-high pressure homogenization method. The 

produced nanoemulsion possess good stability under various pH and low ionic strength 
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conditions. Storage under different temperatures showed good stability of formulated 

carnosic acid nanoemulsion (CA-NE).  

The second part of current research is focusing on the bioaccessibility and 

bioavailability evaluation by in vitro/in vivo models. The pH-stat lipolysis results revealed 

the nano-emulsified CA was much more bioaccessible than the unformulated CA with 2.8-

fold improvement by nanoemulsion system compared with the MCT oil suspension and 

more than 12-fold compared with the water suspension based on the in vitro lipolysis study. 

The human gastrointestinal tract (TIM-1) model which simulated the physiological 

conditions of human upper GI tract revealed that the nanoemulsion greatly improved the 

oral bioaccessibility of CA by 5.8-fold and indicated a better bioavailability. The 

pharmacokinetics (PK) study using rats as model animal further showed that the oral 

bioavailability of carnosic acid enhanced almost 2.2-fold when encapsulated in the 

nanoemulsion compared with the unformulated CA suspension. Being the first thorough 

study on nanoemulsion formulation for carnosic acid, by applying two complementary 

simulation models and animal study, the present research elucidated the reason why 

nanoemulsion encapsulation would influence the bioavailability of carnosic acid and 

nanoemulsion proved to be a useful method for improving the oral bioavailability of CA.  

The third part of my research evaluated the bioactivities of carnosic acid after 

encapsulation by nanoemulsion system. The antioxidant activity of CA after encapsulation 

by nanoemulsion decreased from the result obtained by the cellular antioxidant assay (CAA) 

using HepG2 cells, which mainly attributed to the sustained release and longer endocytosis 

process as proved by the cellular uptake by confocal laser scanning microscopy. The 

efficacy on the inhibition on inflammation was conducted using lipopolysaccharide-
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stimulated RAW 264.7 macrophage cells. Results showed significantly enhanced anti-

inflammatory ability of CA-NE with inhibiting the pro-inflammatory cytokines NO and 

TNF-α production (p< 0.05). The antiproliferative efficacy of carnosic acid nanoemulsion 

(CA-NE) on various carcinoma cells originated from different tissues or organs was 

evaluated and discussed by MTT assay. Results showed the inhibition was significantly 

improved by the use of the emulsion delivery system. We also evaluated how the 

nanoemulsion affected the anti-bacterial activities of four common food pathogens of 

carnosic acid, which showed the encapsulation would not affect the activity of carnosic 

acid as anti-bacterial agent. This result indicated a potential application of the 

nanoemulsion in food and beverages acting as food preservatives. 

The findings in the current research suggested encapsulation in lecithin based 

nanoemulsion delivery system opens new possibilities for the successful application of 

carnosic acid in functional food formulations with increased bioavailability and 

bioefficacies. This study also indicates the successful design and potential application of 

the lecithin-based nanoemulsion formulation to other hydrophobic nutraceuticals or drugs. 
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CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Functional food and nutraceutical 

1.1.1. Functional food 

During the past two decades, consumer began to view food in a new perspective, besides 

providing energy and nutrition, the health promoting and disease-preventing, especially 

chronic disease-preventing properties from food have attracted much attention. Such that, 

the idea of this concept of nutraceutical and functional food has evolved from consumer 

demand and studies on the relations between nutrition and health. 1 

Even though, there is no universal definition, the most basic principle of functional food 

can be regarded as the foods that possess health benefits additional to their nutritional 

functions.2 This makes functional food bridged the link of pharma and nutrition. Not only 

health-aware consumers, but also food industries and research scientists are increasingly 

seeking the new and valuable functional foods.  

The idea of obtaining health-promoting function from food is not new at all, however, 

it is the scientific research nowadays provide the support and promote the understanding 

of how food can be beneficial beyond their nutrition needs.3 The earliest functional foods 

mainly focused on fortifying food with different vitamins or some food insufficient mineral 

molecules and so on.4 Then, the scope was getting wider and the focuses have changed to 

fortified with all kinds of micronutrients such as DHA, EPA, phytosterol, and soluble fibers 

with health promoting or diseases preventing activities. Now, the consumers and industries 

are gradually focusing on functional food that providing multiple health benefits within 

one single product, which should naturally derived, contains different bioactives, with 
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minimum processing and can be instantly accessed with various health benefits such as 

anticancer, anti-inflammation and so on.5 In addition to the importance of the health effects, 

sensory properties such as taste, texture, and flavor remain crucial factors for consumers. 

1.1.2. Functional drinks 

Functional foods can be found virtually in all food categories, such as functional meat, 

cereals, prebiotics, probiotics and functional drinks. Functional drink is one of the most 

important categories within functional food, it usually uses for non-alcoholic beverages 

fortified with various nutraceuticals, such as vitamin E, C, A, calcium, lutein and other 

bioactive nutrients such as beta-carotene.6-7 Beverages is one of the most active category 

because the convenience for daily consuming, easily to be distributed and bright potential 

to encapsulate different nutraceuticals.8  

Functional beverages can be further divided into sports and energy beverages, vegetable 

and fruit beverages and nutraceutical drinks. As we know, milk has long been regarded as 

the only drinks containing all the essential nutrients for human. However, more and more 

researches also started focus on other nutrients based on different plants source such as 

vegetables, fruits and soybeans have been launched with some containing probiotic actives. 

This is also because some problems with dairy products, such as lactose intolerance and 

insulin-like growth factor (IGF-I)-contamination problems. Even though, dairy beverages, 

such as milk, yogurt, fermented milk are still very good choices for probiotic carrier 

beverages.9-10  

As a useful method, many researches used nanoemulsion systems as the carrier for many 

health-promoting bioactives such as beta-carotene, curcumin, lycopene, with aiming to 

apply in functional beverages.11-14 In my current work, carnosic acid was firstly 
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encapsulated as the nutraceutical in nanoemulsion systems and hopefully in future it can 

be incorporated in the designed functional beverage emulsion systems. 

1.1.3. Nutraceuticals 

Dr. Stephen DeFelice introduced the term “Nutraceutical” in 1979 from Nutrition and 

Pharmaceutical, both very important aspects to physiological health. Similar to functional 

food, until now, there is no regulatory definition for nutraceuticals, even though it is 

extensively applied in academic field as well as in food industry. DeFelice proposed the 

definition of nutraceutical could be, “a food (or part of a food) that offers medical or health 

benefits to prevent and treat of a disease”.15 This kind of compounds are expected to 

enhance human well-being and prevent chronic diseases. 

Nutraceuticals are those compounds aiming to prevent or treat of illness on a long-term 

physiological effect modes rather than immediate relief of symptoms compared with 

modern medicine. The list of nutraceuticals is very long, such as dietary fibers, various 

probiotics and prebiotics, fatty acids, bioactive peptides, minerals and secondary plant 

metabolites, such as polyphenols, carotenoids, , terpenes and alkaloids, etc., the list is still 

expanding because more new bioactives are found and extracted from different origins.16 

Even though structures and biological mechanisms within different nutraceuticals are 

different and the mechanisms of acting their bio-functions are varying, numerous 

researches had proved that many nutraceuticals can be functioned in the cell signaling and 

gene expression or regulation and then perform chronic disease-preventing activity like 

anti-obesity, anti-diabetes, anti-cancer and inflammation inhibition functions, prevent 

cardiovascular and cognitive disease.    
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1.2. Bioavailability of Nutraceuticals 

Food Drug and Administration (FDA) defines bioavailability as “the rate and amount 

of an administrated compound that can get to the system becomes accessed to the location 

that being function”. The overall bioavailability is affected consecutively by three factors, 

including bioaccessibility of the compounds for intestinal absorption, transportation 

through the gut wall for absorption, and finally the fraction that reaches the system 

circulation without metabolized or degraded.17-18 

In many newly launched functional foods, the bioavailability study of the bioactives 

within these supplements are mainly focused on the hydrophilic bioactives because more 

complex for the situation of lipid compounds behaved in the small intestine. However, 

studying the bioavailability of these hydrophobic compounds is very important and 

meaningful.19 

1.2.1. Solubilization 

In order to become accessible for absorption by the enterocyte of gastrointestinal (GI) 

tract, the compound must be firstly solubilized or molecular dispersed within the aqueous 

intestinal fluids. For hydrophobic compounds, which cannot be solubilized in the intestinal 

fluid, the absorption can be greatly hindered by its dissolution rate. So one effective method 

to improve the solubility would be using lipid-based formulations, in this case, the 

solubility will be the portion of the bioactives that is within the colloidal particles in 

digestion tract liquid formed both by the exogenous lipids and stimulated endogenous 

compounds such as bile salts and phospholipids.20 Such that, to what extent these colloidal 

systems can incorporate the nutraceutical become critical for its bioaccessibility. Lipids in 

the food can also contribute to the form of these colloidal carriers after hydrolysis by lipase. 
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Many researches have shown lipid-based formulations are capable of significantly enhance 

the absorption of low water-soluble molecules following oral delivery.21 

1.2.2. Absorption 

When talking bioavailability, the most significant part we should understand is the 

process of digestion, especially for the nutraceuticals which are supposed to be taken orally, 

as oral ingestion is the a easy and favorable way for nutrients taken in daily life or for 

nutraceuticals taken for chronic disease.  

Digestion is a process that the digestion system breaks down ingested stuff into smaller 

molecules that is easier to be uptake by the gastrointestinal tract and either finally get into 

the bloodstream and systematic circulation or excreted out from the body after a food was 

taken orally. The digestive systems are composed mainly of small intestine and with other 

parts including mouth, pharynx, esophagus and large intestine.22 As the biological 

membrane is lipophilic, such that lipophilic compounds could easily pass through it, while 

it is hard for hydrophilic compounds. In practical, if an interesting compound possess a 

lipophilic nature with low water solubility, the easier they can be interacted with the 

phosphatidylcholine membrane. In the pharmaceutical area, a higher logP of one 

compound usually means higher enterocyte transport ability.23 Absorption is also affected 

by the transport route of the compound, such as paracellular, transcellular, the tight junction, 

active transporter and efflux transporter will also affect the absorption as well. 

1.2.3. Transformation 

Once again, many nutraceuticals may transform into inactive forms within the 

gastrointestinal tract by either chemical degradation or chemical and enzymatic 
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metabolism leaded functionality alteration. The chemical degradation usually including 

hydrolysis, reduction, and oxidation and so on.24 Along the route of nutraceuticals from 

digestion to systemic circulation, metabolism of nutraceuticals happens mainly in two sites: 

the intestine in the digestive tract and after delivered by the portal vein to the hepatic 

metabolism in the liver. Two stages of metabolism are related to this process. In many 

situations, metabolism is one of the most crucial reasons result in the low bioavailability 

of a lot nutraceuticals. One example is curcumin may degraded and metabolized in the GI 

tract environment and finally produced all kinds of different compounds with various 

characteristics.25 

For nutraceuticals that is not absorbed or uptake by our upper GI tract may be further 

utilized  through metabolism and biotransformation by the gut microbiota in large intestine 

before absorption.26 The final metabolites maybe get into the systemic transfer and 

circulation to perform the health benefits. However, those are not considered as the 

bioavailable of the original compounds. 

In summary, due to various influence factors, nutraceuticals may have a poor 

bioavailability that cause the low concentrations to fulfill therapeutic functionalities.  

1.2.4. Approaches to enhance the bioavailability 

Within the analysis of the factors influence the final bioavailability, three ways can be 

applied to increase, including increase the solubility, improve the absorption and reduce 

the transformation including degradation and metabolism. 

1.3.1.1. Increase aqueous solubility. 
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As discussed above, the solubility of hydrophobic compounds are low in gastrointestinal 

lumen, In order to be effectively absorbed by the intestinal enterocytes, the hydrophobic 

nutraceuticals need to be dissolved in micelle or mixed micelle. With the aim to enhance 

the solubility of these compounds, as food scientists, researchers apply delivery 

formulations, which are capable to improve solubility or dispersion of such nutraceuticals 

with safe ingredients. The delivery systems are expected to increase the amounts that could 

getting into the target action site within the biological systems. In the field of food science, 

some food ingredient based formulation are used to increase dissolution rate. (1) lipid-

based delivery systems, like emulsions, SLN, self-emulsifying drug delivery system and 

so on. (2) Liposomes, (3) Polysaccharide and protein based nanoparticles, (4) Suspensions 

and dispersions.  

In emulsion system, lipophilic bioactives are in solubilized state within the inner lipid 

phase. Once digested, these bioactives can be incorporated at molecularly dissolved state 

in the core of micelles.  

1.3.1.2. Improvement of absorption  

Many reasons would have influence on the procedure of compounds entering the 

epithelium cells linings of intestine as previously discussed. The mucus layer is the first 

barrier, especially for large molecules and those can be interacted with the mucin fibers 

and other mucus molecules. Secondly, the ability of a nutraceutical can transport through 

the phospholipid bilayer is another major factor influence the absorption, this is mainly 

dependent on the structures determined polarity of the compounds. Another way to enter 

the cells is through the tight junction; some molecules are very small or can increase the 

dimensions of it and travel through.27 Active transporter within the cell also affect the 
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uptake process however this mainly relies on the nutraceutical concentrations. Another 

mechanism affect is the efflux transport. 

So if any absorption enhancer function to help travel across the mucus layer, increase 

the gaps between adjacent epitheliums, or inhibit the activities of efflux protein transporters 

will help to improve the absorption.  

1.3.1.3. Avoidance or minimizing transformation and metabolism 

The metabolism and transformation occurred in the gastrointestinal tract as well as after 

absorbed by the intestine will affect the bioavailability a lot. Formulations may act as a 

protective vehicle to decrease the interaction of the nutraceuticals with other ingredients in 

the GI tract, however, they may not be able to manipulate too much about metabolism after 

absorbed. Only a few methods are known to inhibit or avoid metabolism: for example, 

long-chain triglycerides may help the lipophilic compounds bypass the liver metabolism 

by entering lymphatic circulation.28 Other methods mainly relies on adding of enzyme 

inhibitor together with the compound. However, this may cause unexpected toxic effects 

and need to be carefully evaluated. 

1.2.5. In vitro models for bioaccessibility evaluation 

To study the bioavailability of the ingested nutraceutical is important for the appropriate 

oral dosage design and adequate concentrations reaching the targeted site. In order to get 

the accurate and complete information of the bioavailability of the ingested nutraceuticals, 

in vivo animal or human studies is more precise to be applied. However, due to the more 

costly and safety and ethical consideration of the in vivo and clinical studies, various in 

vitro Bioaccessibility methods have been developed. These in vitro methods are not only 

cost-effective, but can also help researchers to understand the mechanism through step by 
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step examine of digestion, absorption and metabolism in GI tract and act perfectly as a 

screening procedure prior to the in vivo studies.29  

    Usually, the systemic concentration of intravenous applied nutraceuticals or drugs is 

defined as 100% bioavailability. As aforementioned, the bioavailability of nutraceuticals 

administrated through other routes such as oral delivery can be influenced by various 

factors in the environments, just like pH, ionic strength, enzymes of the GI tract and 

metabolism during and after absorbed and transferred to the liver. Based on these factors, 

including the bioaccessibility in GI tract (B*), the absorption and transport efficiency (T*) 

and finally the survival of systemic metabolism (M*). The design of the in vitro instruments 

or machines and protocols in order to be closely related with the in vivo bioavailability of 

oral ingested nutraceuticals are usually focused on one or more of these factors.30 Such that, 

these in vitro methods can be generally divided into single-factor and multi-factor models. 

Single-factor method usually focus on one region of the digestion tract and most important 

conditions, while multi-factor models usually includes several regions of the GI tract and 

incorporates more factors which is more complicated and maybe more correlated to the 

real situation.31 

    For the single-step/factor method, the pH-stat model is one of the mostly applied 

methods for assessment the bioaccessibility of lipid-based formulations for lipophilic 

compounds.  

 

1.2.5.1 pH-stat in vitro lipolysis 
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Studies has shown that lipid based formulations can greatly enhance the bioaccessibility 

of hydrophobic compounds by incorporation of these compounds in mixed micelles and 

vesicles after digestion.32-33 Thus this in vitro pH-stat model is a simulation of the 

environment of small intestine situation, as this is the most important region of lipids type 

compounds to be digested and absorbed. This model is very useful as a method to assess 

the hydrophobic molecules taking together with lipid-based formulations by oral route. The 

pH, ionic strengths and the enzymes are all controlled in this method and the mechanism, 

analysis and information we could obtained from this method was shown in Figure 1. 

Usually the experiment of this model can be conducted under two different situations, one 

is the fast-state simulated small intestinal fluid (FaSSIF) situation and another one is the 

fed-state small intestinal fluid (FeSSIF) composition, which mimic the digestion difference 

between the formulation is given either before or after a meal. No matter the different 

conditions, the basic simulated intestinal fluid contains the same components with different 

amounts, including pancreatin with lipase and other enzymes, bile salts, phospholipids and 

other salts formed buffer solution.  

It is worth note that this model is a simulation of the small intestine only, which does 

not include the gastric part or accurately simulate different parts of small intestine, never 

the less this model can be combined with other methods that mimic the stomach or mouth 

to give a complementary profile of the digestion. However, these methods often lack the 

simulation of the physical movement of GI tract such as the peristalsis and transit time 

change and hard to give the systematic information on the digestion and absorption at 

different sites of small intestine in a consecutive manner. It was said that the methods like 

pH-stat method usually overestimates the oral bio efficacy.34 Even though, this single 
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step/factor model is still very useful and applied by many researchers for the initial 

selection of the delivery systems and screening of the dosing amount as a cost-effective, 

simple to setup and interpret, fast and high throughput method.35 

 

Figure 1. Schematic of pH-stat lipolysis for lipid digestion and bioaccessibility calculation  

of lipophilic nutraceuticals evaluation 

1.2.5.2 TNO gastro-intestinal model (TIM)  

TIM-1 model is by far the most precise and complicated in vitro model for simulation 

of the human digestion system and evaluation of the bioaccessibility of oral ingested food. 

TIM-1 (TNO, Zeist, Netherlands) is a computer-monitored, dynamic in vitro model for 

simulating the upper digestion systems of human. There are four compartments including 

stomach, duodenum, jejunum, and ileum in this model as shown in Figure 2. Moreover, 

two semipermeable fiber systems are attached at the end of jejunum and ileum, which are 

used to collect the bioaccessible portion of the ingested food at predetermined time. In the 

system, temperature, pH, enzyme, gastric emptying time, peristalsis, digestion fluid 

composition and secretion, transit time in each compartment are all precisely controlled by 

the computer program. The composition of digestive fluids in this model was described in 
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detail in previous published paper.36 The secretion rate and amount of the digestive fluids 

and pH change in each section are simulated based on physiological data.37 TIM-1 model 

stands for a consecutive multi-step in vitro digestion system that not only mimic the 

chemical, enzymatic degradation, metabolism but also the physiological movement. 

Another advantage of TIM-1 model is this design allows the systematic study on the 

digestion in different part of the small intestine and by collecting sample at different time 

period, the digestion profile can be established. What’s more, the TIM-1 system also collect 

the samples of undigested part as in efflux, which stands for those part that could not be 

absorbed in small intestine and further entered into colon for degradation, 

biotransformation by gut microbiota and maybe reabsorbed by human. Such that, for food 

that has a higher efflux ratio are worth to further conducting the colon fermentation study. 

That is also why TIM-2 model, which mainly mimic the large intestine metabolism by gut 

microbes were also developed and worth to be applied. Besides this, the TIM-2 system is 

also useful for evaluating the functions of prebiotics on the microbes in colon and study 

the chronic disease preventing activity of those undigested and absorbed compounds such 

as resistant starch and so on.38 
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Figure 2. Schematic picture of the mechanism for upper GI lumen model (TIM-1) and 

colon model (TIM-2). (Reprinted from Ref. 36) 

 

1.2.5.3. Transport or absorption study by Caco-2 cell models 

As aforementioned, after solubilized by the colloidal systems composed of bile salts, 

phospholipid, digested monoglyceride and diglyceride, the nutraceuticals will then go 

across the mucous before getting to the small intestine epithelial cells, once reached the 

epithelia cells, there are generally two paths that the compounds will get through the cells, 

including paracellular and transcellular paths. Usually, the compounds with molecular 

weight less than 200 may pass through by the paracellular route and some compounds may 

help to increase the transport by opening the tight junction that between the enterocyte cells. 

Other compounds that are usually pass through the enterocyte by transcellular path, thus it 

might undergo metabolism in the cell and then exit from the cells. The transcellular 
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absorption including passive and active transport, depending on the 

hydrophobic/hydrophilic and molecular size properties with or without the help of 

transporter. Another way of the digested nutraceutical-containing micelle absorption is 

carrier-facilitated collisional mechanism or vesicular-mediated uptake.20 Even after the 

uptake by the enterocyte, there is still a possibility that the compounds may be pumped out 

by the efflux transporters. Once the compound pass through the enterocytes, they will 

transfer to the liver for hepatic metabolism by portal vein or entering the lymphatic 

transportation to the systemic circulation. Finally get to the target site with adequate 

concentration to perform bio-function. 

Given the complexity of the absorption process after digestion and dissolution, it is 

unlikely to apply in vitro static methods and materials to mimic the uptake process by the 

in vitro gastrointestinal chemical and physical models. In order to simulate and understand 

the transport and uptake of bioactives by this monolayer of epithelia cells lining in the 

intestinal walls, a cell-based models from differentiated Caco-2 cells was established as 

Figure 3. The Caco-2 cell was obtained from human colon carcinoma, after differentiation, 

it possesses the characteristic physiological functions of the human epithelial cells 

including the tight junction, transports and is effective to evaluate the transport and uptake 

by including the paracellular, transcellular, efflux activities. Many studies have been 

performed using this model to elucidate the absorption, metabolism rate and mechanism.39-

41 Even though, the Caco-2 cell model has all the necessary simulation of the chemical, 

enzymatic and biological activities occurred in the uptake, there are still some drawbacks 

of this model. Firstly, the successfully and consistency differentiation of the monolayer is 

not easy to monitored as location, passage of the cell, culture conditions will all contributed 
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to the differentiation process. Thus, the results is not easy to compare between labs and 

different batches. Secondly, as we have introduced, the mucus layer outside the epithelia 

cells is the first obstacle for the nutraceutical to get contact and absorbed into cells, however, 

Caco-2 cells is not mucus secreted.42 Besides, there are other types of cell in the epithelia 

besides enterocytes. Given this situation, other cell lines, such as HT29, HT29-MTX 

intestinal epithelia cell model was also investigated by researchers. As an upgrade solution, 

co-culture of the Caco-2 and HT-29 was also developed.43  

 

Figure 3. Transport mechanism study by Caco-2 monolayer. The Caco-2 monolayer 

mimic paracellular and transcellular routes into cells. (Reprinted from Ref. 29) 

 

1.2.5.3 Correlations of in vitro and in vivo 

By the above introduced two simulation methods to test either the digestion and 

solubility by a machine based setup or the absorption models on a cell based model, there 

are still many steps hard to and impossible to be evaluated by in vitro simulations. These 

in vitro models can be used as a screening tool to compare and select formulations for the 

next step in vivo bioavailability study if indicating promising results from the in vitro 
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investigation. We talked about the metabolism after absorption, which accounts for the low 

bioavailability of a lot nutraceuticals. This can only be assessed by the in vivo methods.  

Researchers have applied various models including both designed simulations models 

and animal or even human study to test the correlation of the in vitro and in vivo situations 

and using in vitro results for prediction of in vivo situations, we are very delightful to see 

a good correlation of many in vitro methods with the in vivo animal studies. However, as 

there are variations, strengths and limitations of these models exist, accurate correlation 

study between them is necessary. The most accurate bioavailability study is the clinical 

human trials; however, it is expensive and related to many ethical issues. Such that, the 

benefits of applying these in vitro methods to foresee the in vivo scenarios is vast and which 

makes it desirable to accurately study the in vitro and in vivo data correlations. 

 

1.3. Carnosic acid and its challenges 

Carnosic acid, a phenolic type diterpene that is typically obtained by extraction and 

purification of sage (Salvia officinalis L) and Rosemary (Rosmarinus officinalis L) leaves. 

Carnosic acid also existed in other herbs and plants within the close species of salvia. 

Carnosic acid has been proved possessing lots of benefits from food application to various 

disease inhibition, including antioxidant, antimicrobial, anticarcinogenic and anti-

inflammatory properties, such that it is used as an ingredient in food, nutritional 

supplements, and cosmetics.44-46 
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Figure 4. Structure of carnosic acid  

    Sage and rosemary are common seen Labiatae herbs both used as spices and medicines 

world-widely especially in Mediterranean countries since old times and rosemary is the 

main form that people ingest carnosic acid in daily life. Among the plants proved to present 

antioxidant property, rosemary is among the most popular ones, besides using as flavor and 

spice in cooking, it is applied as nutritional supplements, antioxidant in foods, and 

cosmetics.46-47 With the affirmation of the activity and under the request from industry, 

European Commission has classified rosemary extracts as food additives and assigned the 

number E392 to it. In the EU regulations, only deodorized rosemary extracts with CA and 

CAR as their major components are regarded as additives. 

1.3.1. The molecular mechanism of bioactivity of CA 

The antioxidant effect within carnosic acid was proposed related with the radical 

scavenging activity mechanism similar to other antioxidants, with the o-dihydroxylated 

phenolic ring and a carboxylic acid group, carnosic acid, also regarded as phenolic 

diterpene possess powerful antioxidant activity in food systems (catechol moiety).   
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Furthermore, the anticarcinogenic effects of carnosic acid has been suggested may be 

related to the capacity of modulating kinase activity, membrane proteins and/or receptors 

involved in signaling processes. In various cell models, the anticarcinogenic of carnosic 

acid might be related to its capacity to decrease membrane fluidity, as it has been reported 

that tumor cells usually contain more unsaturated phospholipids and less cholesterol 

compared to normal cells and therefore the membranes exhibit a higher fluidity. In addition, 

as we know, that the happening of cancer includes a series of sophisticated and complex 

procedures and the carnosic acid is believed to inhibit the secretion and express of several 

enzymes that are related to the COX-2 pathways, which is necessary for the cancer cell to 

migrate and grow.48-49 

Carnosic acid exhibit high anti-inflammatory effect as proved in many studies, carnosic 

acid was found greatly inhibited the express of IL-1b and TNF-α and thoroughly hindered 

the expressing of COX-2. The suppression of iNOS and COX-2 expression because of the 

effect of inhibition in NF-κB signaling pathway was suggested involved in the carnosic 

acid inhibition on LPS-induced NO and TNF-α production.50  

Mechanisms of the antimicrobial properties of phenolic diterpene like carnosic acid has 

not yet been well explained. Nevertheless, it was proposed that the hydrophobic nature of 

these bioactives helps them penetrate inside the bacterial phospholipid bilayer, in which 

hydrogen-bonding may occurred between the hydrogen-donor groups of carnosic acid with 

the membrane-phosphorylated groups of the cell membrane.51 Another possible 

mechanism is that CA has the ability to react and enter into the hydrophobic part of the cell 

membrane to make changes to its charging situation, further influence the proteins related 

with the pump of expelling the internalized compounds out.52 These studies indicated 
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carnosic acid could be applied as an antimicrobial agent in food area or as a therapeutic 

agent against drug-resistant bacteria.  

1.3.2. Bioavailability of carnosic acid 

Carnosic acid was reported as the most effective antioxidant in rosemary extracts. The 

antioxidant effect of carnosic acid in vitro is proved better than the commercial synthetic 

antioxidant BHT and BHA which is related to the power to react with the reactive oxygen 

species.53  

Nevertheless, the scenarios in vivo is more complicated and the metabolism and final 

bioavailability in vivo of carnosic acid is so far barely know, there were very few studies 

on the bioavailability and less discussed the metabolism and relative amount deposited in 

different organs.54-57 

Song et al 54 proposed and summarized the degradation and metabolism of carnosic acid. 

They found that the difference of the metabolism pathways and main products compared 

between in vitro and in vivo. Glucuronidation, oxidation and methylation are the pathways 

they found happened in vitro and in vivo with different priority. In vitro, the former two 

reactions occurred most, while in vivo, the first and third reaction takes the most important 

role. Overall, they found carnosic acid was not metabolically stable under all the tested 

situations. The following picture shows the position in the structure of carnosic acid that 

these metabolic happened.  
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Figure 5. The proposed degradation and metabolism of carnosic acid in vitro and in 

vivo (Reprinted from Ref 54) 

    From the structure, it is obvious to know that carnosic acid is a highly hydrophobic 

compound thus having low water-solubility, poor bioaccessibility and proved unstable in 

alkaline environment.  

Yan et al.56 showed bioavailability around 65% of CA by using rats models. In this 

paper, information on the tissue distribution and excretion was not given and the 

degradation products was not detected. 

 Doolaege et al 55applied two in vivo experiments, either by injection to the vein or by 

orally gavaged to the stomach (by dissolved CA in PEG400), carnosic acid was then 

studied in various tissues in experiment animals. Summarizing the data they obtained, they 

gave an overall in vivo results about the absorption, distribution, metabolism and 

elimination of carnosic acid. The intravenously absorbed accounts for one hundred percent 

absorption of carnosic acid. They can find carnosic acid existed in the blood after six hours 

and the relatively bioavailability calculated around 40 % and 15.6± 8.2% of the 

administrated carnosic acid was found in the feces. They also demonstrated that the uptake 
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of carnosic acid after oral ingestion is slow with the maximum time to reach highest 

concentration is 5.7 hours, indicated carnosic acid stays for quite a while in the circulation. 

Based on the above analysis, we can see that firstly, there is difference between different 

studies, we are not sure whether the carnosic acid has a high bioavailability yet it is 

bioavailable. Secondly, in these oral studies, carnosic acid was gavage to rats with the help 

of other dispersed agent, such as PEG400, which may facility the solubility and protection 

during digestion, which resulted in a high bioavailability. Thirdly, it is still necessary to 

use a suitable delivery system to increase the solubility and dissolution in GI tract and be 

suitable applied in functional food systems and other areas by properly designed 

formulation. More importantly, it is worth to apply simulation methods to find out the 

mechanism of carnosic acid digestion before/after encapsulation. 

1.3.3. Current formulations for carnosic acid 

Currently, there is insufficient research about the incorporation solutions of CA in 

different carriers. Siva Ram Vaka et al58 formulated a Chitosan-TPP nanoparticle 

formulation of carnosic acid and given to nasal mucus to regulate a nervous system 

molecule in the brain. The nano-formulation prepared by this method and materials 

strongly adhered and promptly anchored onto the mucus that has the opposite charge of 

chitosan. Their results showed that the nanoparticulate delivery system they formulated for 

intranasal given of CA might need fewer amounts of carnosic acid than pure carnosic acid 

to perform the necessary equivalent response, because the fabricated nanoparticle carrier 

could anchor onto the nasal mucus area and offer sustained release of CA for longer time 

in their formulation.  
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In another study, 59 the researchers used hydroxypropyl-beta-cyclodextrin for improving 

the solubilization in water phase of carnosic acid; however, HP-beta-CDdoes not have a 

GRAS status even though β-cyclodextrin is. Besides, it is mainly for pharmaceutical 

applications.  

There is another study by Russo et al, 60 in which they made a CA microsphere to treat 

the basil microbial contamination problems. The microspheres consisted of 85% 

deacetylated chitosan, poloxamer P407 and carnosic acid, and was processed via a spray 

dry method. The yielded microspheres were 5-8μm in diameter and contained 17% 

carnosic acid. The antimicrobial activity of the CA microparticle was similar to the same 

concentration of CA in methanol exhibited. However, this formulation may not be best 

choice for functional beverage and nutraceutical aiming for the prevention of the chronic 

disease, either because the components or the size of the particles. It is acceptable that 

subcellular droplet size could increase the effectiveness for drug solubilization and increase 

their passive absorption by cells thus increasing the bioactivity. 

In conclusion, there are not enough study on the delivery system development for 

carnosic acid, and most of the existed are for pharmaceutical use. So that a formulation 

with carnosic acid loading aimed to be applied as oral delivery of carnosic acid and may 

further be utilized in functional drinks are needed. 

1.3.4. Approaches to improve the bioavailability of carnosic acid 

Considering the potential health benefit of carnosic acid and its low bioavailability, 

design effective formulation may be one of the important approaches to achieve better 

bioavailability and thus health promoting benefit. Especially for its application in water-

rich phase functional food. 
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Various carrier formulations for functional bioactives in food area that could be 

formulated totally by ‘green’ materials and components. The most common seen 

formulations are emulsion-based formulations, liposomes, nanoparticles, biopolymer gels, 

microspheres, and complex coacervates and conjugates.61  

From a food scientist view, unlike in pharmaceutical area, any non-food-grade synthetic 

polymers and ingredients are better to be eliminated as carrier of nutraceuticals, with this 

in mind, there are not so many suitable materials for food applications. The following table 

list some components for nutraceutical encapsulation.62 

Table 1. Materials used for bioactives incorporation in food industry (Ref 62) 

Class Examples   

Proteins Milk proteins (e.g., whey protein isolates, caseinates, individual caseins, micellar  

  casein, bovine serum albumin,  β-lactoglobulin, lactoferrin, α-lactalbumin)a 

  Plant proteins (e.g. soy protein isolate, wheat protein, oat protein, zein) 

  Gelatins (e.g., fish gelatin, collagen)   

Carbohydrates Sugars (e.g. glucose, sucrose, lactose, trehalose, glucose syrups, honey,    

  oligosaccharides)  

  

Starch and starch derivatives (e.g., native starches, modified starches, 

resistant  
  starches, maltodextrins)  

  

Nonstarch polysaccharides (e.g., alginate, pectin, carrageenan, chitosan, 

plant  
  materials)  
  Cyclodextrins (e.g., β-cyclodextrin, γ-cyclodextrin)   

Lipids and  Milk fat and milk fat fractions (e.g., olein and stearin)   

waxes 

Vegetable fats and oils (e.g., soy oil, canola oil, palm oil, sunflower oil, 

and  
  fractions of these)  

  Waxes (e.g., carnauba wax, candelilla wax, beeswax)a   

Surfactants Synthetic surfactants (e.g., Tweens, Spans, polyglycerol polyricinoleate, 

  sucrose esters) 

  Natural surfacatants (e.g., milk phospholipids, soy phospholipids, quilaja  

  saponin) 

  Mono- and diglycerides (e.g., glycerol monosterate) 
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A number of lipid-based formulations were fabricated that can enhance the 

bioaccessibility and bioavailability especially for hydrophobic nutraceuticals, which vary 

in their compositions and structures, such as simple oil solutions, self-emulsifying 

formulations, solid lipid nanoparticles (SLN), surfactant dispersions, microemulsions, 

nanoemulsions, conventional emulsions, micelles and Pickering emulsion as well. In food 

applications, emulsion-based carriers are relatively easy method for incorporating, 

protecting, and carrying bioactive compounds that are not easy to disperse in the aqueous 

phase.  

1.4. Emulsion and Nanoemulsion for nutraceutical delivery  

1.4.1. Emulsion introduction  

Emulsion is a colloidal system composed of tiny droplet dispersed within another 

immiscible liquid by help of surface-active agent, which fabricated mainly with oil, water 

and surfactant. It is widely used in research and various industries. Usually we can classify 

emulsions into four main categories based on their particle size, thermodynamic stability 

and formation mechanism: regular emulsion, Pickering emulsion, nanoemulsion and 

microemulsion.  

Regular emulsion usually has a size between 0.1-100μm, appears opaque, is 

thermodynamically unstable, and tend to aggregation, flocculation, coalescence and 

creaming during storage. Conventional emulsions are widely used in food industry as the 

low energy input for preparation.  
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Pickering emulsion is relatively rare used in food area even though it was discovered 

back to 1903 and later named after Dr. Pickering. The main difference of Pickering 

emulsion with conventional emulsion is it is not stabilized by a surfactant. Instead, it could 

be fabricated from well-designed small particle. Advantages of Pickering emulsion is 

firstly it’s quite stable, besides it is surfactant-free, which can avoid the problems brought 

by surfactants and meet the need of clean and green label in food. Another attracting fact 

is it can be easily prepared by the standard emulsifying instrument. This would allow quick 

adaption into existing production. In food area, Pickering emulsion has been fabricated 

with different food grade materials such as proteins and polysaccharide to encapsulate 

different nutraceuticals.63-65 

Microemulsion usually refers to the thermodynamically stable emulsions with size 

range smaller than 100nm with an optical transparent appearance under certain 

environmental conditions. Typically, it requires a higher surfactant-to-oil ratio to prepare 

microemulsion.66 

Nanoemulsions is one kind of emulsion with narrow size distribution and low particle 

size, usually the size is below two hundred nanometers. The main difference of 

nanoemulsion with microemulsion is nanoemulsion has a higher free energy than the 

separated phase, while microemulsion has lower free energy, which allows microemulsion 

to be form spontaneously and thermodynamically stable. Submicron and nano-sized 

emulsions are becoming more and more important as a good choice of delivery vehicle for 

hydrophobic nutraceuticals and other active materials because quite a few advantages it 

possess.  
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First, nanoemulsion are kinetically stable as their size is uniform and usually below 

200nm, during quite a long storage time usually no apparent coalescence and flocculation 

happen.67 The small droplet size with large surface area could increase the effectiveness 

for drug solubilization, dissolution and increase the absorption by cells thus increasing the 

bioactivity.68 Nanoemulsions are advantageous for drug targeting and controlled release, 

and the incorporation of different kinds of therapeutic agents and nutraceuticals.  

Nanoemulsions could also increase the stability of encapsulated nutraceuticals, 

preventing the interaction of the bioactive with other components in the systems. In 

addition, nanoemulsion has been and will continue to have a promising application in food 

area, because it is easy to be prepared by using natural originated components. As such, 

nanoemulsions offer an alternative for the administration of nutraceuticals that have low 

water solubility.  

Numerous studies have applied nanoemulsion systems in order to incorporate active 

food nutraceuticals and to increase their solubility and bioavailability and so on. Jo et al69 

prepared β-Carotene nanoemulsions with different emulsifiers Tween 20, Tween 80, WPI, 

SPI and, SC that had been prepared by microfluidization technique. They found that the 

nanoemulsions remained physically stable about five weeks at 25℃ and WPI formulated 

carrier compared with Tween 20 nanoemulsions apparently decreased β-carotene changed 

to other compounds and increased its chemical stability. Sari et al70 prepared a curcumin 

nanoemulsion by sonication method with Tween 80 and WPI as surfactants, the resulting 

curcumin nanoemulsion had particles of mean particle size around 141.6 nm and slightly 

positive surface charge. They possessed good stability in the various environmental 

situations may occurred in food systems, like heating, different pH and ionic strength. The 
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nanoemulsion was also quite stable in digestion fluid and released slowly in the mimicked 

small intestine digestion buffer. Belhaj et al71 fabricated a nanoemulsion for the delivery 

of CoQ10 without any organic solvent and with a good stability during one month at 25 °C. 

Their formulation increased the CoQ10 bioavailability as twice compared to oily 

commercial mixture.  

1.4.2. Nanoemulsion preparation methods 

In order to get optimized emulsion formulation, not only specific ingredients 

composition and ratios, but also a precisely designed processing method need to be 

manipulated. The preparation method is crucial to form the desirable formulations with 

good properties. In the following part, common methods applied for emulsion preparation, 

functional mechanism will be introduced. 

As nanoemulsions are not thermodynamically stable systems, so usually it can not be 

formed spontaneously, thus either the energy within the molecules themselves or the 

outside energy input by machine can be used to fabricate the nanoemulsions. Base on this, 

the preparation of nanoemulsion can be divided into two categories, the methods that 

applies mechanical devices to offer mechanical energy to emulsify is so regarded as the 

high energy input methods. Another method that the formation of the nanoemulsion relies 

on the molecules itself is regarded as low-energy input method. In the low energy method, 

the emulsion was formed spontaneously with extremely small oil droplets can be dispersed 

into the continuous phase, thus this preparation route can also called spontaneous 

emulsification.72 In low energy input method, nanoemulsion can be produced by phase 

transition method which is either performed by changing the composition with unchanged 

temperature 73-74 or perform the production oppositely by the other way.75 
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High energy emulsification method are usually realized by the help of mechanical 

equipment. The common-seen high energy method include high speed and high pressure 

homogenization, microfluidizition, ultrasonication and colloid milling by different 

machines like homogenizer, microfluidizer, sonicator and milling machine. 

 High shear homogenizer (HSH) 

High-shear homogenizer is usually used as a premixing tool to prepare a coarse 

emulsion system by direct mixing the oil and water by the existing of the emulsifier and 

other components. The rotating blade of HSH creates a turbulent velocity gradient that 

interrupts the interface of oil and water and an emulsion with one dispersed in another by 

the help of emulsifier was then formed.76 Three parameters of HSH can be adjusted as 

needed; they are the blade geometry, rotational speed and the rotational time, with the 

rotational speed has the most important effect on the property of produced emulsion. The 

prepared emulsion particles of HSH are relatively large and the distribution is also wide. 

During the mixing, the operator also need to consider preventing the foam production by 

careful mixing. High-speed homogenizer can generally produce particle size within 

micrometer range. 

 High pressure homogenizer (HPH) 

HPH is the widely applied in industrial level for food material processing and 

preparation. The production of nanosized particles of HPH mainly relies on the valve 

design and efficiency; the high-pressure effect can be produced either by an electric motor 

or by gas/air. The pressure typically range from 50 to 500 bar and the valve of HPH will 

have influence on the flow scenario. During the processing, droplet could be disrupted 

because of the cavitation, while the flows passes through the narrow gap at a high speed, 
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the broken of the cavities with gas will cause the decrease of the size of the fluid mixture.77 

The valve geometry, rheology properties of the two phases, gaps size, the pressure and 

number of cycles will all have effect on the final particle geometry and polydispersity index. 

The HPH is a technique that is commonly used to produce particle to nanometric size. In 

general, the higher applied pressure and more processing cycles in the system, the finer 

and smaller the emulsion droplet can obtain. However, continue increasing the pressure or 

number of cycles may cause the aggregation of particle and thus not decrease the size. The 

particle size produced by HPH is usually within nanometric range depending on the 

constitution of the formulation and the production parameters. 

 Colloid mill 

Colloid mills can be widely used in a single or multiple cycles’ process for food 

materials. The machine can be used to help insoluble dispersed phase particle evenly 

suspended into another carrier aqueous phase with its rotor-stator design. It can be also 

regarded as wet milling for the preparation of colloid systems. It can efficiently reduce the 

droplet size of intermediate to high viscosity liquid. The residence time in the channel and 

exerted forces could be altered by the gap size. The size of emulsion droplet formed by 

colloid mill is typically 1 – 5 µm in diameter. 

 Microfluidization 

Microfluidization seems similar to HPH, however, it’s much more efficient with one 

smart design: the two channels within mixing chamber. In addition to cavitation resulted 

from pressure changes, the high velocity and very vigorous collision between the two flows 

of mixture caused by the strong shear force and ultra-high pressure and sharply pressure 

drop in a very short time range also resulted in a dramatically reduction of the particle 
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size.78  Generally speaking, microfluidization could break the droplet to very small 

particles even below 100nm, and the distribution are smaller than HPH. One shortage of 

microfluidizer is higher possibility to be blocked. The following picture shows the core 

part of difference between HPH and microfluidizer.  

 

  

Figure 6. The difference between core parts of HPH and microfluidizer (Reprint from 

Ref 75) 

 

 Membrane Homogenizer  

This technique, pressure is used to get the dispersed phase or emulsion at surface of 

membrane into continuous phase. There are several advantages of the membrane 

homogenizer, such as the high-energy efficiency, narrow droplet distribution can be 

obtained and no heat created during the process.79 The droplet size is typically 2-3 times of 

pore size. The disadvantage of this method is time consuming. The main operation factors 

can be adjusted are the property of the membrane used and the conditions such as 

transmembrane pressure, temperature, flowing speed of the dispersed phase and continuous 

phase. Certainly, the most affected factor is the properties of the dispersed phase and 

continuous fluid, such as the viscosity and so on.80 
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 Ultrasonic Homogenizer (Ultrasonicator) 

This equipment applies sonotrode and sound waves with frequencies > 20 kHz to cause 

mechanical vibrations and formation of cavitation. As the local pressure is lower than the 

vapor pressure of the solution, cavitation force and great turbulent flow and high shear 

force also generated. Upon the collapse of these cavities powerful shocks waves will cause 

the deformation of droplets.81 Ultrasonic homogenizer generates emulsion droplet of very 

high-energy efficiency than high-pressure homogenizer with small droplet diameter and 

size distribution. However, one serious shortage is excessive amount of heat generated at 

one spot during the process, which may cause unfavorable transformation of heat sensitive 

material, so an effective cooling system need to be applied together. The parameters for 

ultrasonicator mainly including frequency, sonication time, viscosity and temperature. 

 

1.5. Lecithin 

Lecithin also known as phosphatidylcholine (PC, the main constituent), is a natural 

mixture of the diglycerides of palmitic, stearic and oleic acids, which linked to the choline 

ester of phosphoric acid. It is the main structure constitute of the cell membrane of living 

plants and animals. In food industry, as a natural small molecule surfactant, lecithin is 

extensively applied as a surfactant in the food industry.82 It is perhaps have been the natural 

surfactant in food area for the most use. Lecithin listed as one of the few emulsifiers that 

accepted as a natural ingredient by consumers. It has obtained generally recognized as safe 

(GRAS) by the US FDA under Title 21, part 184 for quite a long period, 83 which means 

that they can thus be safely employed in the development of lipid nanoemulsions for oral 

routes of applications. 
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Lecithin could be obtained from multiple different natural produces and food; examples 

are like milk, egg, soybean, rapeseed and sunflower seed and so on. Soybean oil has been 

the primary industrial source of vegetable lecithin for many years. The main component of 

lecithin is phosphatidylcholine, it contains non-polar tail which composed by two long fatty 

acids and a polar head with phosphate-choline. It is extensively applied in very broad areas 

for food such as emulsifier, wetting agent and so on. Besides used as emulsifier, lecithin 

also plays essential role during the digestion and absorption of lipophilic compounds, the 

intrinsic lecithin excreted to the intestine can help on the digestion of lipid components in 

food. In addition, even though there are other synthetic emulsifier and stabilizing agents, 

because the similarity of lecithin to biomembrane composition, they are still the 

emulsifying agents of choice in terms of biocompatibility. They are recognized as non-

allergic, bio-friendly permeation enhancers and can be easily digested, metabolized and 

utilized by human body without exert toxic side effect. Its structure also makes it a good 

candidate to prepare delivery vehicles. The most common nano-formulations by lecithin 

are liposome, nanoemulsion and microemulsion (57, 44, 58). 
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Figure 7. Structure illustration of phospholipid and chemical structure of 

phosphatidylcholine  

Lecithin was also studied to possess many benefits, so that is a nutrient supplement that 

can be found in the market. Choline can also be obtained from lecithin for body requirement. 

In living organism, choline is critical for various biological functions, from lipid 

metabolism to the precursor for the synthesis of the neurotransmitter acetylcholine. Other 

benefits of lecithin include the liver protection from alcohol and fat liver and the 

maintenance of the function of brain by decreasing the cholesterol and increasing high-

density lipoprotein.84-85 

With a GRAS status, good emulsifying properties and physiological benefits, lecithin is 

an emerging material to be used as emulsifier or surfactant for oral formulations. The 

phospholipid-based carrier formulation has been proved effective to enhance the 

bioavailability for many lipophilic active ingredients. 
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CHAPTER 2: HYPOTHESIS AND OBJECTIVES 

2.1. Hypothesis  

With the increasing conscious of healthy food for life, many potential bioactive 

ingredients from natural resources are extracted and studied; they are gradually applied as 

either a natural antioxidant or antimicrobial preservative for food and beverages, or for 

preventing metabolic disorder and chronic diseases as functional food supplements. 

Carnosic acid is a nutraceutical that is mainly extracted from sage and rosemary leaves. 

It processes many health-promoting benefits, such as anticancer, anti-inflammatory, 

antioxidation and anti-bacterial properties. As most food systems are aqueous based and 

for daily intakes, oral route is preferred by people since it is the most convenient and non-

invasive way. However, the health promoting benefits and food applications of carnosic 

acid maybe hindered by its hydrophobic nature and thus not easy to be dissolved in the 

water-rich aqueous phase, low gastrointestinal dissolution, not well studied absorption 

behavior. Based on this, Novel systems for delivering carnosic acid in solubilized forms 

need to be developed for improving its bioavailability and application. 

As the solubilization and absorption of such water-insoluble compounds are greatly rely 

on the rate being incorporated into the micelle or mixed micelle, which are formed by the 

phospholipid and bile salts excreted endogenously or provided by the digested products of 

the formulations. The application of lipid-based formulations were well studied being an 

useful way to enhance the amount can be in the aqueous phase and lead to higher 

bioavailability of hydrophobic compounds. Among them, emulsions are the most 

extensively applied carrier formulations in academic and manufacturing because good food 

compatibility, relatively stability and improved absorption during digestion.  
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Based on the above analysis, I hypothesize that improving of carnosic acid’s oral 

bioavailability and bioefficacy can be achieved by properly designed lecithin-based 

nanoemulsion delivery system, which is kinetically stable, able to maximize the 

solubilization and can be applied in aqueous food system. Lipids and lecithin in the 

formulation could offer extra components to form micelles after being digested in 

gastrointestinal tract. 

2.2. Objectives  

In order to fulfill the proposed hypothesis, following four specific aims were proposed 

to evaluate the effectiveness of emulsion-based carrier formulations to enhance the oral 

bioavailability and bio efficacy of carnosic acid. The eventual objective is to apply the 

formulation to food system served as a health promoting components. 

Aim 1. Formulate and optimize a lecithin-based nanoemulsion delivery system for 

carnosic acid 

So far, there is no nanoemulsion system designed for carnosic acid applied in food area. 

In the current study, by a high energy input method, specifically, high speed and high-

pressure homogenization combined method was utilized for the preparation of nanosized 

emulsion system. The optimized formulation are selected by designing ternary phase 

diagram with suitable oil with the aim to find the most stable yet high loading formulations 

for carnosic acid. The formulation were characterized regarding the stability, rheology and 

so on. Before the formulation fabrication, the basic properties regarding carnosic acid were 

studied. 

Aim 2. In vitro evaluation on bioaccessibility of carnosic acid nanoemulsion 
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The performance of emulsion-based carrier formulation on the bioaccessibility of 

carnosic acid was studied by in vitro lipid digestion model including pH-stat lipolysis and 

TIM-1 model, compared with the unformulated carnosic acid oil dispersion and water 

suspension.  

Aim 3. Investigate the nanoemulsion delivery system on the bioefficacy of carnosic 

acid. 

After evaluation of the bioaccessibility, we further did the bio-efficacy of carnosic acid 

nanoemulsion by in vitro cell studies. The in vitro anti-proliferative on cancer cells of 

carnosic acid nanoemulsion were evaluated using various carcinoma cells originated from 

patients with cancer such as human hepatic and colonic carcinoma cells. The cell-based 

antioxidant effect was also evaluated by HepG2 cell models. The in vitro inhibition on 

inflammation ability of carnosic acid nanoemulsion will be investigated using RAW 264.7 

cell model. The antibacterial activity on Gram-positive bacteria and Gram-negative 

bacteria were performed. The mechanism of these effects were discussed. 

Aim4. Assess the oral bioavailability of CA in nanoemulsion by in vivo models (animal 

study).  

As our final target is to see whether the nanoemulsion formulation would improve the 

bioavailibity of carnosic acid, the in vivo animal study was necessary to perform. In vivo 

pharmacokinetic parameters (Cmax, Tmax, AUC) and the relative bioavailability of 

carnosic acid was determined and compared with the unformulated forms using animal 

models.  
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CHAPTER 3. DESIGN AND CHARACTERIZATION OF THE 

NANOEMULSION BASED ON TERNARY PHASE DIAGRAM  

3.1. Introduction 

To prepare emulsions for food application, it is desirable that all the ingredients involved 

hold a GRAS status. Besides, carnosic acid has high melting temperature and low solubility, 

which brings most problems for processing procedure. The target of the current part is to 

formulate an optimized ratio of the three components to prepare a high loading and stable 

emulsion formulation for carnosic acid. Lecithin exhibits good emulsifying ability and 

claimed health promoting. Also, the main component in the lecithin in this study is 

phosphatidylcholine, which is the skeleton molecule of cell membrane, so the formulations 

is supposed to have better affinity to cells, which will bring a lot benefits for the 

encapsulated compound. 

3.2. Materials and methods 

3.2.1. Materials 

Carnosic acid (95%) was bought from China, PC 75 was gifted from American Lecithin 

Company, US. MCT oil (Neobee 1053) was kindly provided by Stepan company. For every 

experiment, deionized water was used. All other chemicals were ACS grade without 

specifically specified. 

3.2.2. Determination of carnosic acid by HPLC 

CA was analyzed by a Dionex HPLC system with UV detector by our previous 

developed method.86 The separation condition was conducted on a C18 TSKgel ODS-100Z 

column (5 μm, 100Å; 4.6 mm × 150 mm, Tosoh, Tokyo, Japan) with the mobile phase 
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composed of acetonitrile-0.1% phosphoric acid (60:40, v/v) at a flow rate of 0.6 mL/min 

with the detection wavelength was set at 230 nm. The injection volume was 20 µL. 

3.2.3. Stability of carnosic acid in selected organic solvent 

This step is to make a foundation for further detection or other characterizaiton that will 

need organic solvent, such as HPLC detection. Carnosic acid was dissolved in different 

solvent , namely, methonol, ethanol and acetone, then stored under four conditions 

separetely, 25℃-light, 25℃-dark, 4℃-dark and -20℃-dark. The amount of carnosic acid 

was detected at predetermined time. 

3.2.4. Solubility and stability of carnosic acid in different oils 

For the selection of oil phase, two factors were considered, one is giving highest 

solubility of carnosic acid, another one is the stability of carnosic acid. More than saturated 

amount of carnosic acid were added into different oils, namely, MCT, corn oil, canola oil 

and soybean oil. Heat up to make all the carnosic acid dissolved, then put the solution for 

24 hours, then, the amount dissolved was dissolved and diluted by acetonitrile, the amount 

in each detected by HPLC. 

3.2.5. Optimization of the formulation based on ternary phase diagram  

The O/W nanoemulsions was developed using MCT oil, lecihtin and water. Based on 

previous study, twenty samples in the possible emulsion area of ternary phase diagram 

were prepared. We firstly prepared the dispersion phase (oily phase) by mixing 0.92 g of 

CA in 4.8 g in the carrier oil MCT, heated up to 90 °C, and maintained until the CA fully 

solubilized and in order to inhibit the recrystallization, the temperature was kept above 

seventy degree Celsius. The continuous phase (aqueous phase) was formulated by 
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dispersing the 0.9 g PC 75 lecithin into 24.3 g DI water and also heated up to the same 

temperature as oil phase. Once the two phases were ready, the aqueous phase was added 

into the oily phase, stir another two minutes and then the nanoemulsion was prepared by a 

two-step high-energy input method. Firstly, we can prepare the coarse emulsion with size 

usually around micrometers by using high-speed homogenizer at 12000rpm within 3 

minutes based on a preliminary study. Then the crude emulsion was downsized by applying 

the high-pressure homogenizer instrument (EmulsiFlex-C6, AVESTIN Inc.) at 120MPa 

with four passes. Finally, the formulated nanoemulsion composed with 15.5 MCT, 2.9% 

lecithin, 3.0% CA and 78.6% DI water were collected from the equipment for each batch. 

After the preparation, the amount of carnosic acid in the nanoemulsion was determined by 

HPLC. MCT and water suspension was prepared by adding the same amount of carnosic 

acid in MCT or water as in emulsion formulation.  

 

 

Figure 8. Preparaion emulsion with fine droplet using a combination of high-speed 

homogenizer and high-pressure homogenizer. 
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3.2.6. Morphology, size, size distribution and zeta potential measurement 

The produced nanoemulsion was observed using freeze fracture scanning electron 

microscopy (Cryo-SEM). The nanoemulsion was firstly frozen by liquid nitrogen by 

placing in the stub used for the liquid sample preparation.Then the freezed nanoemulsion 

were put in the prepartion compartemnt for the fracture process and then the nanoemulsion 

was sublimited at −95 °C lasted four minutes to eliminate some water in order to observe 

the fractured surface, after coating with platinum, the nanoemulsion was obseved by the 

equipped SEM.87  

Droplet size and polydispersity index (PDI) of the B-NE and CA-NEwas measured 

using a particle size analyzer (90 plus, Brookhaven Instruments Corporation, USA). The 

motion of the emulsion particles casused chaging of the intensity of laser light is measured 

by the DLS. All measurements were performed at laser light set at scattering angle of 90° 

and at ambient temperature in triplicate.  

3.2.7. Stability of the nanoemulsion 

10 grams of blank and carnosic acid nanoemulsions were weighted and kept in a 20 

milliliter small container, filled with nitrogen gas on the top and then air-tightly screwed 

once prepared. All the small containers with CA-NE were prepared into two sets, stored at 

4 °C and 25 °C, respectively and avoid of the light during the whole experiment procedure. 

The storage stability of particle size and size distribution were monitored for four weeks.  

In antoher set of study, the physical stability and chemical stability of CA-NE samples 

was tested under the storage temperature at 25 °C, 37 °C and 4°C. The test was conducted 

at 1, 7, 14, 21, 28 days after preparation under dark conditions throughout the experiments.  
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The stability of carnosic acid nanoemulsion was also tested regarding its ability to keep 

unchanged physically under different pH and ionic strength. The pH selected was 4.0, 6.8, 

7.4, 8.0 and 10.0. The ionic strength prepared by sodium choloride was in the range of 0-

100mM. All the measurements were done at least three times. 

3.2.8. Rheological properties  

Rheological measurements were performed on pure MCT, blank nanoemulsion and CA-

NE using ARES Rheometer (Rheometric Scientific, Piscataway, NJ) with a parallel plate 

design at ambient conditions. Flow curve of B-NE and CA-NE were performed first. 

Oscillation stress sweep with obtaining the linear viscoelastic range of stress value of the 

nanoemulsions. Dynamic strain sweep and frequency sweep was conducted. 

3.2.9. Free radical scavenging effectiveness-DPPH assay 

DPPH solution (DPPH in methanol or ethanol) was prepared at the concentration of 

0.2mmol/L, CA and CA-NE sampels are  prepared from 2000μg/mL to 15.625μg/mL in 

ethanol. Mix 190uL DPPH solution with 10uL sample of each concentration in a 96-well 

plate, then keep the mixture in dark at room temperature for 30 minutes. Each concentration 

do triplicate and the results are shown as the mean± standard deviation. Blank is the 

reaction mixture without your sample. After the 30 minutes reaction, the final mixture was 

measured at an UV wavelength of 517nm at a microplate reader. 

Statistical analysis  

 All studies were conducted triplicate and were showed as the mean ± standard deviation. 

Where appropriate, The anlalysis was performed of variance (ANOVA) using the SPSS 

16.0 software (IBM, NY, USA).  
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3.3. Results and discussion 

3.3.1. Measurement of carnosic acid and stability in selected organic solvent 

First, the carnosic acid dissolved in acetone or acetonitrile with different concentrations 

from 0.003mg/mL to 0.6mg/mL was prepared and the HPLC method described earlier was 

utilized for the determination. The HPLC profile and calibration curve was obtained as 

Figure 9 showed below. 

 

 

Figure 9. HPLC profile and standard curve of CA  
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The class of diterpenes inculding CA have been shown quite unstable in alkaline and 

polar solvent. They are sensitive to many factors and may undergo decomposition or 

transformation.88-89 In order to use the apropriate solvent and avoid the use of those solvents 

cause unstable of carnosic acid in future. Here we tested the stability of carnosic acid in 

three different common solvents, namely, methanol, ethanol and acetone under three 

different temperatures which represent the ambient temperature with or without light 

exposure, refregerator temperature at 4 °C and the temperature in freezer. As we can see 

from Figure 10, the degradation of carnosic acid was faster at ambient condistions than 

the lower temperatures at 4°C or freezer for all the solvents tested during the 7-day 

experiment. This penomenon was also observed by other study of CA dissolved in THF.90 

We also found at all the tested temperatures, CA was most stable in acetone followed by 

ethanol and least stable in methanol, which is correlated to their polarity. Previous study 

reported that carnosic acid is more stable in DMSO than in methanol, the amount of 

carnosic acid even kept unchanged in DMSO for several days, while carnosol, the lactone 

form of carnosic acid, degraded significantly in a few hours in methanol, DMSO, DMSO–

acetonitrile and ethyl acetate–acetonitrile.89 They also found that carnosic acid degraded 

fast in methanol from 94% to around 40% in four days under room temperature with light, 

which is a little faster degradation compared to the results we find here. However, the 

stablity of these compounds is affected a lot by the solvent, the light and the temperature, 

which have also been reported by other studies.91 
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Figure 10. The amount change of carnosic acid in different solvents (methanol, 

ethanol and acetone) under various storage conditions (25 ℃-light, 25℃-dark, 4℃-dark, 

-20℃-dark 

 

Table 2. Unchanged amount of carnosic acid 

 
Days/sa

mples 

25 light 

(%) 

25 dark 

(%) 

4 dark 

 (%) 

-20 dark 

(%) 

Ethanol 1 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00  
2 92.45 98.252 98.241 99.85  
3 93.16 96.544 98.343 99.16  
7 78.49 88.960 93.281 98.78       

Methanol 1 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00  
2 92.97 97.4902 98.6339 99.59  
3 83.17 94.0167 96.6215 100.01  
7 67.32 80.8218 90.5009 99.07       

Acetone 1 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00  
2 98.81 99.95 100.15 100.40  
3 96.07 99.80 100.06 100.40  
7 88.45 98.55 99.18 100.12 
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From the HPLC profile from day 1 to day 7 of CA in methanol as shown in Figure 11. 

It was clearly that there were mainly two new compounds formed during the storage of 

carnosic acid in methanol; however, these tow peaks are not observed in ethanol and 

acetone. The color change of carnosic acid in methanol also indicated that there were new 

compounds formed during storage, which further implied the stability of carnosic acid in 

methanol is worst in these three solvents, which can be explained by the polarity of 

methanol is the highest among these three solvents. The possible degradation products are 

carnosol according to the previous study and compared with the standard carnosol. 

Preliminary analysis revealed that CA is most likely to degrade in the methanol and 

sensitive to both temperature and light. Under 25℃, With Light or under dark affected a 

lot. The current study mainly focused on providing the knowledge on following handling 

of carnosic acid. 

In Table 2, we summarized the percentage of the amount unchanged for carnosic acid 

as compared to the original amount in the samples when stored under different -20℃ in 

dark, 4℃ in dark, 25℃ in dark and 25℃ with light in methanol, ethanol and acetone, 

respectively. 
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Figure 11. Degradation of CA in methanol at different storage time 

 

3.3.2. Solubility in different oils and preparation of nanoemulsion 

 High solubility in the carrier oil is cruicial for us to design a nanoemulsion system, as 

the higher amount the bioactive can be solubilized, the higher possiblity that the high 

loading can be achieved. This is particularly important for oral formulation, as solubility 

of the nutraceutical in the inner oil phase will greatly infulence the ability of nanoemulsion 

to keep the nutraceuticals in solubilized condition. In the design of the nanoemulsion 

fromulaiton for carnosic acid, several important factors need to be considered. We need to 

minimize the crystalization or precipitation of the bioacitves while at the same time it is 

favorable to make a high loading formulaitons. These facotrs are crucial for fabrication of 

nano carrier with good stability.92-93 We found that carnosic acid has the highest solubility 

in medium-chain triglyceride (MCT) among all the tested oils as shown in Table 3. As one 

of the important functions of the nanoemulsion for carnosic acid is to improve its loading 
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and then makes it possible for the further evaluation of the bioavailability and biofunctions. 

What’s more, high loading means a less formulation dosage needed in a certain period of 

time, which is favorable for the functional food development. Based on this result, we 

choosed MCT for the preparation of formulation. 

Table 3. The highest dissolved amount of carnosic acid in selected oils 

Oil type Area (m*Au) percentage of solved percentage mg/ml 

MCT 78.97 0.2338 2.8055 28.0551 

corn oil 35.55 0.1002 1.2019 12.0193 

canola oil 26.585 0.0726 0.8708 8.7083 

soy oil 15.805 0.0394 0.4727 4.7271 

 

After determined the emulsifier and oil for the preparation of the emulsion, the next 

most important step is to optimize the formulation by turning the ratio between water phase, 

oil phase and lecithin. Such that, more than eighty different samples with various ratio of 

the MCT, lecithin and water was prepared by high-speed homogenizer. After 24 hours stay 

on the bench in the laboratory, we then divided those samples into different categories 

based on the observation of their stability and the measurement of their rheology properties, 

from the ternary phase diagram. Then in the category of stable emulsion, we further 

processed the formulation with high-pressure homogenizer of three best formulations 

showed in Table 4. The samples are stored at either 4 or 25 ºC for 30 days, and the 

formulation 81% water, 16% MCT oil and 3% lecithin with smallest size and size change 
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was selected for the next step.  and optimized the process regarding the cycles of high 

pressure and loading efficiency (LE%) of carnosic acid. As the experiment showed that 

when the loading of carnosic acid was above (including) 4%, even though the emulsion 

was formed, but the precipitation of carnosic acid happened. Thus The final formulation 

was chosen for 3% of carnosic acid. 

 

.  

Lecithin	based	nanoemulsion	

Emulsion(o:w)	 mean	size(nm)	 s.d.	 PDI	
1	 Pc75-1:1		 30	 0.3	 0.005	
2	 PC75-38:58	 37.9	 1	 0.122	
3	 PC75-28:68	 112.3	 2.9	 0.028	
4	 PC75-18:78	 108.6	 7.3	 0.042	
5	 PC75-58:38	 121.9	 6.2	 0.005	
6	 PC75-68:28	 NA	 NA	 NA	
7	 PC75-78:18	 NA	 NA	 NA	
8	 PC75-88:8	 NA	 NA	 NA	

1	 pc90H-1:1		 160.2	 27.1	 0.005	

2	 PC90H-38:58	 58.6	 1	 0.13	

3	 PC90H-28:68		 70.7	 3	 0.005	

4	 PC90H-18:78		 114	 4.9	 0.005	

5	 PC90H-58:38	 NA	 NA	 NA	

6	 PC90H-68:28	 NA	 NA	 NA	

7	 PC90H-78:18	 NA	 NA	 NA	

8	 PC90H-88:8	 NA	 NA	 NA	
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Figure 12. The optimization of lecithin based nanoemulsion formulations 

 

Table 4. Stability and properties of the formulations 

day Temperature(℃) 16:81(O:W) 12:85(O:W) 8:89(O:W) 

1 4 137.5/0.266 164.9/0.207 161.9/0.221 

  25 137.5/0.266 164.9/0.207 161.9/0.221 

10 4 160.3/0.247 180.2/0.223 175.4/0.229 

  25 156.1/0.241 182.3/0.247 177.8/0.256 

20 4 142.6/0.219 189.9/0.183 189.3/0.179 

  25 180.1/0.203 204.5/0.171 201.1/0.226 

30 4 172.5/0.165 190.5/0.175 187.3/0.210 

  25 158.7/0.198 180.0/0.235 197.9/0.227 
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sample cycles size (nm) PDI zeta-potential(mV) 

Blank 3 200.9 0.203 -59.2 

 
6 163.1 0.202 -62.0 

 
10 144.9 0.250 -60.4 

1% 3 260.7 0.203 -61.1 

 
6 191.1 0.195 -60.5 

 
10 162 0.204 -59.9 

2% 3 218.3 0.239 -61.8 

 
6 172.5 0.202 -52.6 

 
10 156.3 0.196 -59.6 

3% 3 197.2 0.229 -62.6 

 
6 173.9 0.235 -55.0 

 
10 197.2 0.229 -57.9 

4% 3 222.5 0.243 -61.9 

 
6 191.1 0.207 -61.7 

 
10 144.8 0.205 -50.2 

 

 

Figure 13. The picture of optimized nanoemulsion, left one is blank nanoemulsion, 

right one is carnosic acid  

The final formulation we choose to prepare our carnosic acid nanoemulsion is 81% 

water, 16% oil and 3% PC 75 lecithin, the loading of carnosic acid was 3% percent of the 
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total weight. The final formulated nanoemulsion sample was then characterized within the 

following properties.  

3.3.3. Morphology, size and size distribution, and zeta potential 

In the following session, the most basic properties of CA nanoemulsion, including the 

morphology, the size, the uniformity and zeta potential were characterized. 

 

Figure 14. The Cyro-SEM picture of carnosic acid nanoemulsion 

 

Freeze treatment of samples right before scanning environmental microscopy 

observation offer the possibility to observe a lot soft materials such as nanoparticle, 

nanoemulsion and liposomes in their original form. This technique could offer the 

information of both size and structure. The above picture is not in very good quality, the 

small droplets seemed very crowded, however, we can still see small bumps which is the 
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nanoemulsion droplets. They are sphere, and the size is below 200 am, around 150nm, 

which is similar to the data got from DLS as we will show below. 

The size and size distribution is a fundamental indicator of the physical stability of 

nanoemulsion and need to be monitored. The size we got was 170.2±3.5nm with 

polydispersity index (PDI) was 0.231, which indicate the emulsion formed should be 

kinetically stable compared with the conventional ones, and relatively small PDI meaning 

the size distribution is narrow, also indicated slower happening of flocculation and 

coalescence. CA loading was 2.65%, zeta-potential was -57.2mV, and with a pH value of 

4.55. 

3.3.4. Stability of nanoemulsion 

The size and size distribution change of CA-NE and B-NE stored at 25 ºC and 4 ºC were 

monitored of all the samples in predetermined time during four weeks. The average droplet 

size and polydispersity index (PDI) of both blank-nanoemulsion and carnosic acid 

nanoemulsion were obtained from the DLS instrument as Figure 15 described. With the 

same preparation parameters and procedures, B-NE showed the droplet size around 190 

nm, while carnosic acid nanoemulsion was around 167nm were obtained. Compared 

between the B-NE and CA-NE. Addition of carnosic acid showed no great influence on 

the droplet size, the changes of droplet size of both blank and carnosic acid nanoemulsion 

over four weeks storage were not significantly. In addition, no sedimentation or creaming 

was observed. It means that no coalescence of the droplets happened. The results indicate 

good physical stability of the formulation and carnosic acid loaded did not affect the 

physical stability. 
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Figure 15. Size and size distribution change during different storage conditions of Blank 

nanoemulsion (B-NE) and carnosic acid nanoemulsion (CA-NE) 

 

From the application viewpoint, it is crucial that the nanoemulsion formulation possess 

good physical stability during storage at different temperatures. Thus, we observed the 

changing of droplet size and distribution of the carnosic acid nanoemulsion over time when 

stored at different temperatures during four weeks were monitored as shown in Figure 16 

(A). In general, there is no obvious sedimentation or phase separation during the storage 
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when observed the appearance directly. When DLS was applied to measure the mean 

particle radius evolution, there was a slight fluctuation of the size during storage at every 

temperature, with the size change more obvious at higher temperature. However, it is still 

very clear from the figure that for all the samples, the size change through the entire period 

is not obvious, indicating the stability of the formulated carnosic acid nanoemulsion is 

relatively acceptable under all the temperatures.  

The chemical stability of carnosic acid in the CA-NE was also tested at the same time 

during storage, as we can see from Figure 16 (B), CA is more stable at lower temperature, 

and 90% percent of CA remain unchanged for a four-week storage. However, at elevated 

temperature of 37 °C, only 70% percent of carnosic acid left after a four-week storage. This 

result indicated two important facts; firstly, carnosic acid is not stable at high temperature 

even with the encapsulation of nanoemulsion, however, if compared with the 

aforementioned degradation speed of carnosic acid dissolved in the methanol, we can see 

a much slower speed it is in the nanoemulsion system. However, as the carnosic acid is 

barely dissolved in water, it is hard to compare with pure carnosic acid in water system 

without the help of organic solvent. Later we will study the stability of CA and CA-NE in 

buffer solution once the stability need to be examined. Nevertheless, the degradation of 

these bioactive compounds is hard to absolutely eliminate even with the encapsulation 

method. Yi.J et al 94 used beta-lactoglobulin (BLG) alone or BLG−catechin conjugates 

prepared emulsion to incorporate beta-carotene, They still found the amount of beta-

carotene remained to 74.5% and 86.8% in the two emulsion systems they formulated. 
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Figure 16. The stability of carnosic acid nanoemulsion (CA-NE) during 4 weeks storage 

at 4, 25 and 37 °C. (A) Size and size distribution (PDI) change (B) The amount of 

carnosic acid change during the storage. 

 

We here evaluated how the different pH conditions will affect the physical property 

changes regarding the size and size distribution, as the pH is a key environmental factor 

need to be seriously considered in different food. The size and size distribution change 

under room temperature at dark (Table 4). Results showed the size and distribution of CA-
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NE maintained stable under the pH from 4 to 10 during one week storage and we didn’t 

find any visible phase separation indicated the CA-NE was stable to against particle 

flocculation at the tested pH conditions. Ionic strength is also a circumstance factor usually 

cannot be avoided in emulsion type food and beverage, thus we prepared different 

concentrations of sodium chloride to test the stability of CA-NE to the ionic strength. 

Results (Table 5) showed the high salt concentrations (> 100 mM) had considerably impact 

on the stability of the nanoemulsion. Strong ionic strength would disrupt the nanoemulsion 

droplets which can be the reason that the hindrance of the repulsion among the particles in 

the emulsion , at low level of ionic strength, the repulsion is strong enough to be greater 

than the forces leading to aggregation of the particles, thus the nanoemulsion could stay 

stable at low ionic strength environment.95 
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Table 5. The particle size and size distribution (PDI) of CA-NE under different pH  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Storage 

Time 

(Days) 

Droplet size (nm) and PDI under different pH 

4 6.2 7.4 8 10 

1 
173.8±

1.00bc 

177.5±

1.69b 

183.4±

1.06a 

178.8±

1.34ab 

181.2±

0.74ab 

 0.205±

0.012 

0.211±

0.018 

0.192±

0.018 

0.205±

0.014 

0.186±

0.009 

2 
172.0±

0.46cd 

167.2±

1.00d 

181.5±

1.15ab 

171.3±

0.92cd 

168.4±

0.95cd 

 0.205±

0.021 

0.202±

0.020 

0.197±

0.021 

0.200±

0.023 

0.188±

0.015 

3 
173.8±

1.50bc 

172.4±

1.47c 

179.4±

1.01ab 

175.4±

2.07bc 

177.5±

1.35b 

 0.215±

0.016 

0.204±

0.014 

0.175±

0.018 

0.186±

0.019 

0.196±

0.022 

5 
170.9±

1.27cd 

171.5±

0.90cd 

180.5±

0.71ab 

173.3±

1.02bc 

180.6±

0.86ab 

 0.234±

0.024 

0.231±

0.015 

0.181±

0.010 

0.211±

0.031 

0.201±

0.018 

7 
172.1±

1.84c 

172.2±

0.41c 

180.1±

2.05ab 

174.7±

1.59bc 

179.9±

0.77ab 

 0.221±

0.022 

0.221±

0.016 

0.179±

0.021 

0.187±

0.009 

0.200±

0.021 

* Note: Different letters indicated significant differences ( p < 

0.05) 
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Table 6. The size and PDI of CA-NE under different ionic strength 

 

 

3.3.5. Dispersion and Rheology properties 

As the nanoemulsion was fabricated aiming to increase the bioavailability of carnosic 

acid by increasing its solubility in liquid systems, it was fundamental requirement that the 

carrier formulations can be evenly suspended into the water rich phase. Here, a fast and 

straightforward experiment was performed to evaluate the type of the nanoemulsion is W/O 

or O/W. We used the oil that was for the preparation of the formulation or water being the 

test medium, respectively. One milliliter of the prepared blank nanoemulsion or CA-NE 

was dropped into 10 milliliter of each medium respectively as shown in Figure 16. After 

gently swirled by hand both samples dropped in DI water readily dispersed homogenously, 

Storage 

Time 

(Days) 

Droplet size (nm) and PDI  under different ionic strength (mM) 

0 10 50 100 

1 173.0±1.63fg 165.6±1.34g 165.5±1.26g 233.2±12.02e 
 

0.204±0.024 0.213±0.016 0.191±0.016 0.241±0.031 

2 177.1±1.23fg 174.5±1.60fg 170.8±1.64fg 284.6±2.74d 
 

0.211±0.015 0.224±0.015 0.223±0.019 0.278±0.023 

3 182.9±2.16f 175.7±2.73fg 174.9±2.30fg 322.0±16.57c 
 

0.200±0.025 0.204±0.020 0.207±0.018 0.282±0.055 

5 176.9±1.74fg 173.9±0.90fg 176.6±1.31fg 361.4±18.09b 
 

0.186±0.014 0.211±0.021 0.191±0.013 0.311±0.041 

7 174.7±2.56fg 175.8±0.95fg 172.6±1.23fg 452.4±5.60a 
 

0.211±0.017 0.212±0.025 0.209±0.019 0.287±0.029 

* Note: Different letters indicated significant differences ( p < 0.05) 
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while the CA-NE in MCT oil beaded up into a big bead. From the dispersion behavior 

study, we can see that the CA-NE was an oil in water type nanoemulsion, which could be 

readily dispersed and used in the water-rich phase of food. More importantly, this test 

indicating that the emulsion formulation for carnosic acid could fulfill the goal of 

increasing the solubility or dispersity into water phase and may further increase its  

Bioaccessibility and bioavailability. 

 

Figure 17. Dispersity of B-NE and CA-NE in water and  MCT oil  

 

As we can see from the Figure 18 that both the blank naoemulsion and carnosic acid 

nanoemulsion are shear-thinning non-newtonia fulid. The carnosic acid added didn’t affect 

much of the rheology behavior and the viscosity change, and has a relatively low vioscosity. 

And also when we dispersed the formulation in water or MCT oil, it’s clear that the 

nanoemulsion can readily dissovled in water, but barely dissolved in MCT, which means 

the nanoemulsion is O/W type. The dynamic viscoelastic properties of samples made at 

various conditions were studied by a frequency sweep mode, the results are shown in 

Figure 18 (B), As we can see, CA-NE showed gel-like property (G’>G”). G’ increased as 

frequency changed. Below the critical strain, for a structured or solid-like material, the 

frequency would not influence the storage modulus G’. The tested samples is regarded as 
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more closely to a fluid behavior if G’ is changed as the changing of frequency. From this 

perspective, CA-NE contains a high ratio of  water, so it is a little bit more fluid like rather 

than a solid one. Moreover, CA-NE exhibited rheological characteristics more like those 

of a weak gel or a viscoelastic suspension, as the storage modulus G’ is always higher than 

G’’ but with not much different, whtat’s more , as the moduli having a stronger frequency 

dependence, especially G’’ at the higher frequencies.96 In some scenarios, the formed weak 

gel pattern in the system may siginficantly enhance the physical stability. In conculsion, 

the formed CA-NE is a viscoelastic fluid emulison system.  
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Figure 18. Rheology properties of carnosic acid nanoemulsion (CA-NE). (A) Steady shear 

viscosities of B-NE and CA-NE.  

Previous studies have shown that carnosic acid is very effective as an antioxidant, however, 

there is no such report on how lecithin-based nanoemulsion encapsulation would affect its 

antioxidant property. In this research, the DPPH scavenging ability of CA and CA-NE were 

compared and the results are shown in Figure 19. As we can see from the figure, the 

capacity of carnosic acid to scavenge the DPPH radicals improved after encapsulation in 
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the nanoemulsion. As the blank nanoemulsion did not show DPPH scavenging activity, it 

is possibly because the protection effect of nanoemulsion on carnosic acid, makes the 

effective amount of carnosic acid in nanoemulsion to scavenge the free radicals is higher 

than that in the free carnosic acid solution.   

 

Figure 19. Antioxidant capacity of CA and CA-NE. DPPH radical scavenging activity; 

Results are the average of triplicates ± standard deviation.  

 

 

3.4. Conclusion 

In summary, we evaluated the basic properties of carnosic acid that related to the 

selection and preparation of carnosic acid nanoemulsion. Results showed medium chain 

triglycerids are the best choice as it has the highest solubility of carnosic acid. And the final 

formulation was selected based on a ternary phase diagram design from the one with 

relatively small size around 170 nm , small PDI (around 0.250) and high loading of carnosic 

acid (3.0%).Then the stability study under different storage temperaure and peroid was 
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conducted indicated lower teperautre and avioidance of light is better for the prolonged 

storage of the emulsion. The physical stability and chemical stability of CA-NE was also 

tested and results showed lower temperaure favorate the stability of carnosic acid 

degardation. When tested under different pH and inoic strength of the formulation, we 

found that the forumulaiton was stable from the pH 4-8, while it’s not stable at high ionic 

strength, which is the underlying reason of the dramatically larger droplet size and even 

the separation to two phases of the whole CA-NE system. The viscosity data showed the 

nanoemulsion is a non-newtonian shear-thining fluid with low visocosity. Dispersion 

results confirmed the nanoemulsion is O/W type. The DPPH study showed encapsulation 

in nanoemulsion improved the scavenging capicity of carnosic acid. Overall, in this part, 

by optimizaiton of the preparation parameters and the characterization of the nanoemulsion 

system for carnosic acid, we successfully formulated the CA-NE nanoemulsion for future 

application and the method used to prepare the formulation can also be used for the oral 

delivery study of other similar compunds.  
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CHAPTER 4. DETERMINING THE BIOACCESSIBILITY OF CARNOSIC ACID 

NANOEMULSION BY IN VITRO DIGESTION MODELS 

4.1. Introduction 

The objective of this work was to enhance the bioavailability of carnosic acid by the 

nanoemulsion systems. As we discussed, the bioavailability is affected by various factors 

during the digestion, absorption and metabolism after oral ingested. The Bioaccessibility 

is the first and a key factor for hydrophobic compounds like carnosic acid, as it is difficult 

for them to be solubilized and dissolution in the aqueous environment. In vitro digestion 

models could evaluate the bioaccessibility of carnosic acid nanoemulsion (CA-NE), which 

will be able to predict the bioavailability in vivo. Here, we applied two widely used 

methods, pH-stat lipolysis and TIM-1 models to kinetically and systematically determine 

the digestion process and bioaccessibility of carnosic acid nanoemulsion compared with 

unformulated oil suspension or water suspension. 

4.2. Materials and Methods 

4.2.1. Materials 

Carnosic acid (95%) was obtained from China, PC 75 were a gift from American Lecithin 

Company, US. Medium-chain triacylglycerol (MCT) oil (Neobee 1053) was kindly 

provided by Stepan company. Fetal bovine serum (FBS) was purchased from Biowest 

(Riverside, MO).Sodium taurodeoxycholate was obtained from CalBiochem.Tris maleate, 

pancreatin, cell culture compatible dimethyl sulfoxide were obtained from Sigma (St. Louis, 

MO). Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium, trypsin and the antibody penicillin-

streptomycin were obtained from Life technologies (Grand Isaland, NY). Mobile phase 
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acetonitrile and water for HPLC was obtained with Pharmco- Aaper (Brookfield, CT). For 

all the experiments, chemicals were ACS grade without specifically specified. 

4.2.2. Preparation for the testing formulation, MCT solutions and water suspension 

Briefly, coarse emulsion was prepared by dissolve 3.0 wt% of carnosic acid in MCT oil 

(15.5%), lecithin (3%) were dissolved in water (78.6%). CA-NE was produced by high 

speed combined with high-pressure homogenization method. We firstly prepared the 

dispersion phase (oily phase) by mixing 0.92 g of CA in 4.8 g in the carrier oil MCT, heated 

up to 90 °C, and maintained until the CA fully solubilized and in order to inhibit the 

recrystallization, the temperature was kept above 70 °C. The continuous phase (aqueous 

phase) was formulated by dispersing the 0.9 g PC 75 lecithin into 24.3 g DI water and also 

heated up to the same temperature as oil phase. Once the two phases were ready, the 

aqueous phase was added into the oily phase, stir another two minutes and then the 

nanoemulsion was prepared by a two-step high-energy input method. Firstly, we prepared 

the coarse emulsion with size usually around micrometers by using high-speed 

homogenizer at 12000rpm within 3 minutes based on a preliminary study. Then the crude 

emulsion was downsized by applying the high-pressure homogenizer high pressure 

homogenizer instrument (EmulsiFlex-C6, AVESTIN Inc.) at 120MPa with four.  

4.2.3. In vitro lipolysis of carnosic acid nanoemulsion and carnosic acid in MCT 

In order to properly perform the simulation of our small intestine situation , the fed state  

in vitro lipolysis model was applied based on the previously published study with 

appropriate changes.97  The required calcium and sodium salts, the other major components 

in bile salt with a certain ratio formulated the fed-state lipolysis buffer as in the published 

paper. Pancreatin solution containing the main digestion enzymes was prepared by 
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weighting more than the saturated amount dissolved by the lipolysis buffer freshly prepared 

right before the lipolysis study. The pancreatin in the supernatant from the oversaturated 

solution obtained by centrifugation at 2000 rpm for15 min and kept in the icy box until use. 

To begin lipolysis study, samples amount was adjusted to make sure the oil weight is 0.25g 

in the suspension or 1.60g of nanoemulsion sample. Samples were added into the 9mL 

lipolysis buffer. Then to initiate the lipolysis by pancreatin solution adding in and the 

experiment conducted under constant mixing. Within the two hours in vitro pH-stat 

simulation process, the temperature and pH was controlled around 37°C and 7.50, 

respectively. The pH was adjusted and controlled by intermittently adding with NaOH. The 

consumed amount of NaOH at every time point was keeping down by the computer and 

the entire mixture was used for further analyzing the amount of digested bioactive. Once 

the test is over, the obtained entire mixture was ultracentrifuged at 4 °C for 50 min at 50,000 

rpm. The micellar carnosic acid which is the center phase was collected and either frozen 

in the freezer or immediately for HPLC analysis. 

 Bioaccessibility of CA   

After finishing the in vitro pH-stat lipolysis procedure, the center layer which contains 

our digested bioactive, here, carnosic acid was used to measure the amount of how much 

there is in the formed micelle or mixed micelle and other colloidal systems. As we 

introduced before, the micelle part of hydrophobic actives means the part that could be 

possibly absorbed by the gastrointestinal tract. Thus by measuring the concentration of 

carnosic acid in this phase by HPLC and times the volume of this micelle phase, we can 

get how much of the carnosic acid is bioaccessible. Then the bioaccessibility can be 

obtained by the following equation based on previous study.97 
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%𝐶𝐴 𝑏𝑖𝑜𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑  𝐶𝐴 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑜𝑢𝑠 𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟

 𝐶𝐴 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑑
× 100 

 Extent of Lipolysis determination 

We can convey the concept of the extent of lipolysis as how much and how easy of the 

lipid could be digested upon the finish of the in vitro lipolysis procedure, which can be 

reflected by the amount of NaOH added in. Based on the lipolysis curve, which is the 

NaOH consumed versus time, a digestion kinetic of bulk MCT and MCT in emulsion form 

can be compared.  

The calculation for extent of lipolysis was based on stoichiometric ratio, which assumes 

that one triglyceride could release two fatty acids upon digested while consuming two 

molecules of NaOH, which was added to keep the pH constant. Since lecithin in the CA-

NE also belongs to the lipid, the calculation of NaOH amount for CA-NE include both 

medium chain triglycerides (0.25 g) and lecithin (0.045 g). Extent of lipolysis was obtained 

by equation below referred to previous work.  

%𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑖𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑠 =
𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑁𝑎𝑂𝐻 × 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑁𝑎𝑂𝐻

2 × 𝑀𝑜𝑙 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑙𝑦𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑠
× 100 

 

𝑀𝑤 𝑜𝑓 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑙𝑦𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑒 =
3 × 1000 × 𝑀𝑤 𝐾𝑂𝐻

𝑆𝑉
 

4.2.4. Gastrointestinal Model 

TNO gastrointestinal model-1(TNO, Zeist, Netherlands) is an in vitro simulation model 

mimicking the digestion process in human. It is maybe the most accurate model now for 

this purpose. In order to be better understand the situation in each step or parts of the upper 
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digestion system, the system is consisted with four parts, from up to down, gastric, 

duodenum, jejunum and ileum. In the system, temperature, pH, enzyme, gastric emptying, 

peristalsis, digestion fluid composition and secretion, transit time in each compartment are 

all precisely controlled by the program. Temperature was controlled at 37 ± 1 °C during 

the whole process. The composition of digestive fluids in this model was prepared 

according to previous published paper.98 

Samples of either CA-Suspension or CA-NE were fed into the system the test was 

conducted for 6 h. The micellar fraction of CA, which represents the bioaccessible CA 

were obtained at 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 hours from both jejunum and ileum dialysate 

fluids, which were the amount that could passed through the 0.05 μm pore size hollow 

semipermeable fiber membrane (Spectrum Milikros modules M80S-300-01P). This system 

gives the possibility to analyze the effect of each part of the small intestine on the 

formulation digestion study. Meanwhile, the efflux part, which represented the amount will 

theoretically get into large intestine was also collected during 90 to 360 min. All the 

samples were immediately put into the freezer until analyzed. The experiment was 

conducted twice for each sample and analysis of each sample in duplicate.  

 

4.2.5. Amount of carnosic acid determined by HPLC  

CA was analyzed by a Dionex HPLC system with UV-Vis detector by our previous 

developed method.86 The separation of the samples was performed on a C18 TSKgel ODS-

100Z column (5 μm, 100Å; 4.6 mm × 150 mm, Tosoh, Tokyo, Japan) with the mobile 

phase composed of acetonitrile-0.1% phosphoric acid (60:40, v/v) at a flow rate of 0.6 
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mL/min with the detection wavelength was set at 230 nm. The injection volume was 20 

µL. 

Statistical Analysis  

All data was depicted as means ± standard deviation. ANOVA and Tukey-test were 

conducted using SPSS 16.0 when necessary.  

4.3. Results and discussion 

4.3.1. pH-stat Lipolysis of carnosic acid nanoemulsion and carnosic acid in MCT 

Because the low water solubility of lipophilic compounds, the beneficial bioactivities 

are difficult to reach. It was suggested that the bioavailability after taken orally of this kind 

of bioactives could be greatly enhanced if ingested together with lipids.99 In this case, 

varieties of lipid delivery systems are developed to fulfill this target of increasing the water 

solubility and improving the bioactivity of the compounds. In vitro lipolysis has been 

applied to improve our understanding of ingested component solubilization and release, 

which is reliable, easy to perform and also have shown by many studies a good predicator 

of the digestion and final amount transfer to the circulation to be functioned situation of 

the body.100 As we have shown that bioavailability can be affected by various reasons 

including the bioaccessibility, especially for the hydrophobic compounds. Usually, the 

higher amount of these compounds is bioaccessible for the absorption in small intestine, 

the higher chance they have increased bioavailability in the body. Improvement of oral 

bioavailability may achieve by increasing the solubility in gastrointestinal lumen. 

4.3.1.1 Effect of emulsion on the digestion kinetic    
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To evaluated the digestion profile and Bioaccessibility of CA-NE. The in vitro lipolysis 

experiment was conducted between CA-NE and CA in MCT. The change of the digestion 

profile of CA-NE could be seen by the lipolysis curves in compared with CA in MCT by 

recording their volumes of NaOH consumed vs. digestion time (Figure 20A). As the 

ongoing of process, the pH in the mixture kept decrease as more free fatty acids were 

released by lipid lysis, NaOH is constantly added to keep the reaction situation at pH 7.5, 

the enzymes in pancreatin maintained their best function. From the titration profile, if we 

added the sodium hydroxide at higher rate meaning the higher rate of production of fatty 

acids from the lipase-digested lipids, which caused the decrease of the pH and indicated a 

fast digestion. What’s more, upon the finish of the lipolysis process, the amount of 

triglycerides can be hydrolyzed by the lipase can be directly reflected by the total amount 

of NaOH used. As the more NaOH needed, the more fatty acids was released, meaning the 

higher ratio of triglycerides have been accessed for lipolysis. 

After calculation, the digestion extent curve was obtained (Figure 20B). We can see 

more than 60% percent of the lipid digestion in CA-NE happened after 10 minutes of the 

in vitro simulated digestion process getting started, however, it took much longer time for 

the medium chain triglyceride containing carnosic acid sample exhibited this digesting 

extent, which appeared 50 min later. At 10 min, the extent of lipolysis of CA-NE was 68.4 

± 1.4%, while in MCT was 24.6 ± 1.4%, at 30 min, the digestion percent of CA-NE reached 

85.8 ± 2.9%, while the percent in MCT was 44.6 ± 2.1%. Eventually, upon the 2 hours 

experiment finished, the extent of lipolysis of CA-NE reached 98.7± 2.6%, while in MCT 

it was 84.5± 3.2%. From the curve, we can see both CA-NE and CA in MCT oil showed a 

high degree of lipolysis within 2 hours digestion. The faster and more complete lipolysis 
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of nanoemulsion formulation than oil has also been observed by other studies.34, 97 Previous 

studies have shown that the digestion rate is positively relative with the surface area of the 

formulation. As the emulsion is within nanosized, thus it has a relatively higher interface 

area for the enzymes to get access to, thus a faster digestion rate is expected. In our case, 

the CA-NE droplets has a larger contact area compared with the oil, CA-NE could be 

readily accessible by lipases which is solubilized in aqueous environment and thus 

facilitates lipids hydrolysis. 
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Figure 20. Comparison of pH-stat results. (A) Digestion profile of carnosic acid 

nanoemulsion, carnosic acid in MCT oil and carnosic acid in water as blank; (B) Extent of 

lipolysis of CA in MCT oil and nanoemulsion; (C) Extent of lipolysis at 10min, 30 min 

and 120min for carnosic acid nanoemulsion and carnosic acid in MCT oil. 

 

4.3.1.2 Effect of emulsion on carnosic acid bioaccessibility 

During lipolysis, as digested lipids are continuously formed into micelle and other 

colloidal structures with bile salts, phospholipids and lipids digestion products, any 

lipophilic compounds in the surrounding environment may also be encapsulated into the 

mixed micelle and thus the solubility of these hydrophobic compounds increased, which 

would be readily getting access to the small intestine absorption. As we know, the intestinal 

movement is always in a complicated and active mode, a lot of reactions and physiological 

are happening such as digestion, absorption and elimination. If the ingested hydrophobic 

bioactives can be efficiently, get involved into the constantly formed mixed micelle and 

other colloidal droplets and become soluble in the intestinal tract, a much higher possibility 

that they could stay longer in the intestine and, thus, a higher possibility to be absorbed. 
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Such that, the amount of carnosic acid in the clear micellar layer was measured to indicate 

the amount of carnosic acid that is bioaccessible. Results showed that the bioaccessibility 

of carnosic acid improved greatly by nanoemulsion when compared to MCT oil dissolved 

CA (Figure 21). In comparison to the MCT, dissolved CA, CA nanoemulsion enhanced 

the amount of carnosic acid in the micelle phase, which accounts for the bioaccessible part 

from 21.00% to 58.03%. The amount of CA in soluble form increased from 0.93±0.06 

mg/mL to 2.65±0.06 mg/mL, which was a 2.8-fold improvement of the bioaccessibility of 

carnosic acid of formulated nanoemulsion compared with oil dispersion sample. The 

current finds were also proved by previous study that the fast digestion rate contributes to 

the higher amount to be bioaccessible for absorption of the hydrophobic bioactives.101  

The percent of carnosic acid from the tested carnosic acid containing nanoemulsion 

sample and the control oil or water samples that account for the bioaccessibility calculation 

was detected by HPLC upon the finish of this pH-stat simulation of small intestine 

experiment. The bioaccessibility of carnosic acid improved greatly in nanoemulsion when 

compared to water suspension of CA (Figure 21). In comparison to CA suspension, CA 

nanoemulsion enhanced the amount of carnosic acid be possible for absorption from 4.6 % 

to 58.0%, which is almost 12.6-fold increase, and the results demonstrated the 

bioaccessibility of encapsulated actives could be greatly enhanced with the help of oil-

based delivery systems. The possible reasons accounts for this significant bioaccessibility 

difference may be firstly, the presence of lipids during digestion in the CA-NE. Secondly, 

the small particle size of nanoemulsion could increase the water-solubility of CA, therefore 

a higher local concentration of CA within CA-NE than unformulated suspension, thus, a 

higher driving force to be solubilized to form the micelle. 
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There are several reasons that will affect the oral bioavailability of one compound. Such as 

the amount being bioaccessible to intestine lumen, the amount can be transported and 

absorbed by the intestine and finally the amount that could reach the system circulation. 

Such that, the target to have a have a higher bioavailability may be achieved by enhanced 

amount being bioaccessible. 

 

 

Figure 21. The carnosic acid bioaccessibility (% of input) after lipolysis in carnosic 

acid nanoemulsion, carnosic acid oil dispersion and water suspension samples. (p<0.05) 
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4.3.2. Comparison of Bioaccessibility of CA suspension and CA-NE by in vitro TIM-1 

model 

The digestion is a complex process that may be influenced by various parameters, even 

before absorption, such as the pH, temperature, ionic strength, peristalic movement, and 

GI digetion fluid secretions and so on. Such that, the precisely computer-controlled 

simulation instrument, TIM-1 model that simultes the different part of upper 

gastrointestinal lumen of human, was applied to investigate how the formulaiton altering 

the digesiton process in this work.34 In the current study, we collected the digested samples 

from different parts that mimic the samll intestine inculding jejunum and ileum stands for 

the main absorption site for orally intake food at certain time intervals. Then the amount 

of CA in the jejunum and ileum filtrate can be obtained and detected after CA suspension 

or CA-NE were input into TIM-1 system. The concentraion of CA was measured by HPLC 

accordingly. The amounts of CA passed through the filters connected with Jejunum or 

Ileum are considered bioaccessible portion. The CA in the efflux of ileum is considered as 

those would enter human colon to be metabolized or interact with gut microbiota.  

The bioaccessibility of CA was claculated as a percentage of the amount detected in 

different parts of small intestine to the amount of sample. The bioaccissiblity to the function 

of time as shown for duplicate experiments in Figure 22. In order to study the mechanism 

of CA absorption, the bioaccessibility was analyzed in different parts (Figure 21 A and B) 

separately.  

When studied the digestion situation in Jejunum, for the CA Suspension sample, the 

digesion and absorption in jejunum of CA graduatlly increased with the first 2 hour after 

dosing, with the fastest increase observed during the second hour with 2.29% 
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bioaccessibility increase, especially the highest increase was achieved between 60 and 90 

min. The digestion rate then gradually decreased unitle the end of the digestion(Figure 

22A). While for the CA-NE, the silimar digestion kinetic trends was observed as shown in 

Figure 3A, nevertheless, CA-NE showed a much hihger digestion rate at every time interval, 

the digestion rate of 18.60% was highest during 60-120min, especially 60-90min.  

Compared with in jujunum, much lower amount of CA became bioaccessible in ileum 

for both formulations (Figure 22B) at every time interval, no CA was detected for the first 

hour, the digestion kept increasing, and the highest digestion rate occurred at 120-180 min 

with only 0.11% increase for CA suspension and 1.35% for CA-NE. From Figure 21C, we 

can easily conculde that the majority digestion and absorption of CA suspension and CA-

NE occurred in jejunum and the fastest digesiton happened during the second hour with 

19.6% increase, especially 60-90 min with a 14.26% increase of digesiton.  

The mechanistic study suggested that the majority CA assessmebled into micelle and 

absorbed readily in the jejunum with the remaining was further formed in the ileum and 

the peak digestion and absorption of CA in ileum happened later than that in jejunum. The 

nanoemulsified CA exhibited higher dissolution rate in the intestine, which may be 

atrributed to the small droplet size and larger surface area, which would be benefical for a 

better oral bioavailability of CA.   
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(A) 

 

 

(B) 
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(C) 

Figure 22. Bioaccessible CA fraction (% of intake) in every thirty minutes for first two 

hours and every one hour for following four hours’ digestion period from jejunum and 

ileum of the TIM-1 model. (A) CA fraction in Jej.; (B) Bioaccessible CA fraction in ileum; 

(C) Entire bioaccessible CA fraction in jejunum adding on together with ileum filtrates as 

of the amount expressed as percent of input amount. 

 

In a comparable overview of the digestion and absorption profile in the 6-hour digestion 

study, the cumulative bioaccessible CA in Jejunum, ileum and sum of jejunum and ileum 

were plotted in Figure 23. Upon finishing the digestion process of six hours, 

bioaccessibility in jejunum of the CA-NE was around 28.96%, while the overall 

bioaccessibility for CA Suspension was about 5.08%. This around 5.7-fold increase of 

bioaccessible. The same trend was found for the ileum samples, the amount digested from 

CA-NE (2.56%) was about 6.74-fold of the percent of original input digested from CA 

Suspension (0.39%). Combining the jejunum and ileum dialysates together, the cumulative 
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bioaccessibility of nanoemulsion formulation (31.52%) compared to the unformulated CA 

(5.46%), indicating a nearly 5.7-fold increase in the bioaccessibility obtained from this 

dynamic TIM-1 gastrointestinal model. 

 

(A) 

  

 (B) 
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(C) 

Figure 23. Cumulative CA bioaccessibility (% of input) recovered during the 6h of 

digestion in TIM-1 model for both CA-NE and CA Suspension. (A) Cumulative CA 

bioaccessibility in jejunum; (B) Cumulative CA bioaccessibility in ileum; (C) Overall 

cumulative CA bioaccessibility in both jejunum and ileum as of the amount expressed as 

percent of input amount. 

 

Table 7. Bioaccessibility of CA as in CA suspension and CA-NE measured by TIM-1 

Model 

Sample Name CA intake (mg) 

Bioaccessibility as of intake 

(%)  

Efflux as of 

intake (%) 

CA 

Suspension 1500 31.52 ± 0.43 0.62 ± 0.02  

CA-NE 1350 5.46± 0.22 0.18 ± 0.02 

 

 

4.3.3. Discussion of the two in vitro Bioaccessibility models 

In the current research, the nanoemulsion formulation was applied as a carrier for the 

hydrophobic compound carnosic acid. The surfactant used for the CA-NE formulation was 

soybean lecithin, which has a GRAS status, provided the CA-NE good stability and 
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solubility in aqueous systems. As the bioavailability of orally ingested compound are 

mainly affected by three parameters, including bioaccessibility, permeability and 

absorption, and metabolic stabilit.102 For hydrophobic compounds such as carnosic acid, 

their low bioavailability is usually related with their low solubility and bioaccessibility in 

the gastrointestinal liquid, such that, improving the solubility of such compound is the main 

target to enhance the oral bioavailability. One convenient and efficient way to realize the 

target is to use a carrier formulation with lipid. pH-stat digestion simulation of small 

intestine study is a quick and reliable method to measure the bioaccessibility and thus could 

predict and screen the carrier formulations for hydrophobic compounds.97 The in vitro 

lipolysis study in this paper demonstrated much higher bioaccessible CA after incorporated 

into the nanoemulsion system; oil is a necessary carrier for carnosic acid to be digested. 

Nanosized emulsion systems further offer the large surface area for the access of the lipase 

in the simulated intestinal fluids, thus faster and more micelle would be formed during the 

lipid breakdown, which resulted in a much higher (Bioaccessibility of CA compared with 

the CA suspension. However, this in vitro lipolysis model does not include a lot other 

physiological factors, which may overestimate the bioavailability in real situation.103 Such 

that, more details controlled system, the TIM-1 upper gastrointestinal simulation model 

was further applied in our study to give a more comprehensive understanding and study of 

the dissolution and digestion process in the GI tract. TIM-1 model collected all the 

operation parameters from human data, and by precisely controlled physiological 

conditions simulating the upper digestion systems of human body. In our study using TIM-

1 model, a 5.6-fold improvement of the bioaccessibility of nanoemulsion compared to 

suspension form was observed, which is lower than the 12.6-fold obtained from in vitro 
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lipolysis study. The results indicated that, besides the enzymes, other factors in the 

digestion tract will greatly influence the digestion and absorption and further on the 

bioavailability of carnosic acid. Such that, a more precise simulation should give a more 

accurate estimation of the how bioavailability would be in body and The TIM-1 model also 

gives the possibility to understand the details and mechanistically study the digestion 

activity in human upper GI tract. 

4.4. Conclusion 

With previously chapter, we formulated the carnosic acid nanoemulsion by lecithin, 

MCT and water. In this chapter, we tested the in vitro bioaccessibility of the formulated 

carnosic acid nanoemulsion by two in vitro models simulating the small intestine or upper 

gastrointestinal tract, namely, pH-stat in vitro lipolysis and TIM-1 models. Results from 

pH-stat showed an around 6-fold improvement of the bioaccessibility of carnosic acid in 

CA-NE compared with in oil suspension form, while this improvement was much higher 

compared with the water suspension. TIM-1 further showed a result of 5.6-fold 

improvement of CA bioaccessibility of nanoemulsion compared with the water suspension. 

What’s more, the absolute bioaccessibility values obtained from the two methods are quite 

different, with the 58.0% and 31.5% of pH-stat and TIM-1, respectively. Considering the 

complex of GI tract, the TIM-1 model include more factors that mimic the digestion 

systems, thus the result of TIM-1 is more reliable. We did not test the oil suspension in 

TIM-1 study as the pH-stat method had firstly give us the idea that CA-NE had shown 

better bioaccessibility, considering the real situation consumers ingest nutrients, it’s 

unlikely for people to drink an oil solution, so we just compared the water suspension with 

CA-NE.  
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We here proved that nanoemulsion could increase the bioaccessibility of carnosic acid 

compared with either the oil suspension or the water suspension. 
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CHAPTER 5: IN VIVO EVALUATION OF THE BIOAVAILABILITY OF 

CARNOSIC ACID IN NANOEMULSION FORMULATION-

PHARMACOKINETIC STUDY BY ANIMAL MODEL 

5.1. Introduction 

In order to perform its health-promoting activities, orally ingested carnosic acid must be 

able to reach into the systemic circulation and then bring to different targets tissues. As 

previously introduced, the bioavailability of carnosic acid is affected by many factors 

including the bioaccessibility we measured in last chapter. Other biological activities such 

as absorption, mechanism and transport to the circulation is hard to evaluate by the physical 

in vitro models. Thus, in order to get the bioavailability, which included all the factors, an 

animal study that study the pharmacokinetics of carnosic acid after oral administration of 

the nanoemulsion we designed here is necessary and meaningful. 

Pharmacokinetics (PK) study is widely applied to evaluate the bioavailability of drugs, 

nutraceuticals in vivo.104 We have introduced in the first chapter that right now there is few 

research on the bioavailability of carnosic acid and they gives quite different Cmax, Tmax 

and even the bioavailability. Therefore, it is important to test the PK profile for carnosic 

acid in our nanoemulsion delivery system for better understanding of its relative 

bioavailability after oral consumption compared with the unformulated water suspension 

form.  
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5.2. Materials and Methods 

5.2.1. Materials 

Carnosic acid (CA, 95% purity) was obtained from Hunan, China. Gemfibrozil, NaCl, 

Lipase (150000 units/mg), Trypsin (7500 BAEE units/mg), fresh pig bile was obtained 

from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA), Alcolec PC75 was kindly provided by American 

Lecithin Company (ALC, Oxford, CT), Neobee 1053 MCT was gifted by Stepan. Ethyl 

Acetate were purchased from VWR (Radnor, PA). For all the experiments, Milli-Q water 

was applied. Mobile phase acetonitrile and water with HPLC grade was obtained with 

Pharmco- Aaper (Brookfield, CT). 

5.2.2. Preparation of Carnosic Acid Nanoemulsion 

CA-NE was produced by high speed combined with high pressure homogenization 

method. We firstly prepared the dispersion phase (oily phase) by mixing 0.92 g of CA in 

4.8 g in the carrier oil MCT, heated up to 90 °C, and maintained until the CA fully 

solubilized and in order to inhibit the recrystallization, the temperature was kept above 

seventy degrees Celsius. The continuous phase (aqueous phase) was formulated by 

dispersing 0.9 g PC 75 lecithin into 24.3 g DI water and also heated up to the same 

temperature as oil phase. Once the two phases were ready, the aqueous phase was added 

into the oily phase, stir another two minutes and then the nanoemulsion was prepared by a 

two-step high-energy input method. Firstly, we can prepare the coarse emulsion with size 

usually around micrometers by using high-speed homogenizer at 12000rpm within 3 

minutes based on a preliminary study. Then the crude emulsion was downsized by applying 

the high-pressure homogenizer high-pressure homogenizer instrument (EmulsiFlex-C6, 

AVESTIN Inc.) at 120MPa with four passes. Finally, the formulated nanoemulsion 
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composed with 15.5 MCT, 2.9% lecithin, 3.0% CA and 78.6% DI water) were collected 

from the equipment for each batch. Control group CA suspension was prepared by firstly 

prepared 0.5% CMC-Na solution, and a 30mg/mL CA suspended in the CMC-Na solution 

was prepared by bath sonication. 

5.2.3. Experimental Animal 

Male Sprague Dawley (SD) rats (weighted 265 ± 15g) were ordered from Guangdong 

Medical Laboratory Animal Center (Guangzhou, Guangdong, China). After one week 

accustomed to the environment, SD Rats were randomly housed into four groups (n=6), 

negative control, positive control and two experimental groups with three housed in one 

cage. All the rats were housed in a stable temperature (25 ± 1 °C) and humidity (50 ± 10%) 

with a standard 12 h light /12 h dark life cycles. The rats were fed with a standard diet and 

water libitum. The experimental protocol in this study has acquired approve by South 

China Agriculture University (No. 00185637) and the handling of animals obeyed to the 

International Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals principles.  

5.2.4. Pharmacokinetics Study using SD Rats 

The SD rats were divided to four groups with six rats for each, and the average weight of 

each group is around 300g. Group one is blank control which gavage only with NaCl 

solution; Group two is the Blank Nanoemulsion with no carnosic acid encapsulated; Group 

three is Control group with Carnosic acid Suspension, Group four is the Carnosic acid 

nanoemulsion.  

The rats used in this pharmacokinetics study were fasted 12 h before administrations of 

200mg/kg of CA in nanoemulsion or in CMC-Na suspension by oral gavage. At certain 
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time points (0.1, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 12 and 24 h after oral gavage); around 0.6 mL blood samples 

were collected by pre-heparinized 2mL vials. After every blood acquire, 0.6mL saline 

solution was administrated to compensate for the blood loss. The plasma samples were 

obtained by immediately centrifuged the whole blood at 4 °C at 4500 rpm for 15 minutes 

and then kept at -80 °C prior to HPLC measurement.  

As for the sample preparation for analysis, 40 μL of gemfibrozil with concentration 64 

μg/mL as internal standard was mixed with 200 μL of plasma. After thoroughly vortex, the 

plasma samples with IS was then subjected to a series of procedures, firstly extracted by 

600 μL ethyl acetate repeated three times and then centrifugation was used to quickly 

separate the extraction phase with the blood at 4000 rpm for 3 min after each extraction. 

Ethyl acetate layer with extracted compounds from three times were combined.  The 

solvent was then eliminated by nitrogen gas at ambient temperature, after this, the vial 

containing the extracted compounds were re-dissolved by 200 μL ACN, finally, 

centrifugation was performed again at 12000 rpm for 3 min at 4 °C to eliminate any 

insoluble compounds or impurities and then the samples are ready for detection. 

From the figure of the concentration of CA in the plasma versus the time after oral gavage, 

two pharmacokinetic parameters can be obtained directly. One is Tmax, meaning the time 

to reach the highest blood concentration of our target compound, and another Cmax, the 

highest blood concentration of the target compound during the entire experiment. The area-

under-curve of plasma concentration-time curve (AUC 0t) were calculated by linear 

trapezoidal rule. 
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5.2.5. HPLC analytical conditions 

CA concentration measured by HPLC system (Shimadzu, Japan) consisted with a 

quaternary solvent delivery system, a photodiode array detector equipped with automated 

injection. The column applied here is Agilent Zorbax Eclipse Plus C18, 4.6x250 mm, 5um 

(Santa Clara, CA). The detection of CA was conducted at 25℃ and a flow rate: 0.8mL/min.  

Mobile phase: Water with 0.1% phosphoric acid (Phase A) and ACN (Phase B). The 

chromatographic mobile phase gradient set as: 0-10min, 60%-70% B; 10-20 min, 70-70%B; 

20-21min, 70-90% B; 21-25min,90%-90% B, 26-27min, 70%-60% B and the column re-

equilibrated at 60% B for 9 min (total 36min), injection volume was 20 μL. Calibration 

curve was established by preparing of series of concentrations of CA (0.5, 1, 5, 10, 20, 50, 

100 and 200 µg/m) in ACN with gemfibrozil as internal standard. The wavelength setting 

was 230nm. 

 

Statistical Analysis  

All data were depicted as mean ± standard deviation. ANOVA and Tukey-test were 

conducted by SPSS 16.0 when necessary. Significant difference was defined at p < 0.05. 

5.3. Results and discussion 

5.3.1. Oral bioavailability of CA-NE 

In order to directly evaluate the influence of nanoemulsion encapsulation on the 

bioavailability of carnosic acid. Pharmacokinetics analysis was performed using rats model. 

In this single dose PO study, CA suspension, CA-NE, B-NE (positive control) or saline 

solutions (negative control) were oral gavaged to the rats to elucidate the digestion, 
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absorption and transfer to the systematic circulation of CA in either CA-NE or CA 

suspension (does: 200mg/kg body weight). The HPLC result obtained with blank 

nanoemulsion group (figure not shown) refer to a basic value of internal carnosic acid in 

rats, which showed no internal carnosic acid existed in the rats. 

A plasma CA concentration versus time profile was calculated and determined for CA 

suspension and CA-NE groups was drawn as Figure 24. The basic and most important 

pharmacokinetic parameters are summarized in Table 8. The results showed a distinctive 

pharmacokinetics profiles between different carrier forms.  

As shown in Figure 24, the nanoemulsion form of CA increased the plasma CA 

concentration at every time point compared to the CA suspension after oral intake. The 

profile of administration of CA suspension showed rapidly absorption peak with Tmax=0.5 

h while more interestingly, the dosing of CA-NE showed two absorption peaks at 1 hour 

(Tmax=1 h) and 6 hour after oral dosing. The difference in Tmax may relied on the more 

viscous and sustained release of CA from CA-NE. The two peaks plasma peaks maybe 

because the redistribution and enterohepatic circulation existed, which exerted carnosic 

acid back to the gastrointestinal tract through bile for CA-NE administrated group. It was 

believed that this phenomenon could increase the absorption and effective concentration 

of bioactive compounds. Previous study on the rosemary extracts bioavailability also found 

this double-peak situation for carnosic acid even though the latter research found that this 

phenomenon is not very obvious.56, 105 During 6 to 12 h, the plasma concentration of CA 

within CA-NE-fed group was significantly higher than that dosed with CA suspension at 

every time point, and at the last point of 24 hours, a very low concentration of CA was 

detected in CA-NE group while CA in the rats of CA suspension group was below the 
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detection. The delayed and sustained release and higher concentration of CA in plasma 

after second peak of CA-NE indicated that nanoemulsion is suitable as a controlled-release 

carrier for CA, which could maintain high and adequate bioactive levels in plasma and 

reducing the dosing frequency. From Figure 24, we also found that CA-NE gave a Cmax 

value of 53.79 μg/ mL, which was 13.3% higher than the unformulated CA.  

There are three former studies showed various Tmax for oral administration of carnosic acid 

by different rats models, with 20min, 120 min, 137 min respectively,55-56, 105 which maybe 

because different solubilizing agents and rats models were applied in these studies. 

Nevertheless, as the first formulated nanoemulsion delivery system for CA, our results here 

showed an apparent improvement of bioavailability by CA-NE compared with CA 

suspension. More importantly, CA-NE could be applied in various aqueous systems and is 

a promising delivery form to enhance the amount of CA that can be used by the body 

through enhancing the solubility, retention time and digestion kinetics in gastrointestinal 

tract.  

The HPLC profile of the plasma samples after extraction and a series preparation procedure 

and finally the amount of CA was detected by HPLC. The Figure 25 (A) was a 

representative HPLC profile of one experimental rat from the CA-NE treated group after 

10 minutes of oral intake of the carnosic acid nanoemulsion. As the figure showed, internal 

standard gemfibrozil (RT: 12.675min) can be successfully separated with our target 

compounds carnosic acid (RT: 16.227min). There are two unidentified peak between them, 

so by comparing with the blank control group rats, which take no carnosic acid or carnosic 

acid formulation, we found the same peaks in the HPLC profile as shown in Figure 25 (B). 

It is clear that our HPLC method is capable and accurate to examine the amount of carnosic 
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acid in the plasma with standardized extraction procedure, appropriate choice of internal 

standard, optimized HPLC conditions and high sensitivity limitation. 

 

Table 8. Relative bioavailability and pharmacokinetic parameters of CA when CA-NE 

and CA suspension were orally administered to male SD rats (n = 6) 

Formulation 

Tmax 

(hour) 

Cmax 

(μg/mL) 

AUC 0–t  

(μg /mL*hr) 

AUC 0-∞(μg 

/mL*hr) 

Relative 

Bioavailability 

CA 

Suspension 
0.5 47.46 ± 3.43 251.93 

523.54  

CA-NE 1.0 53.79 ± 7.48 544.28 994.75 2.16 

 

 

Figure 24 . Carnosic acid amount in the blood versus time dosing with CA-NE (solid 

line) or free CA (dashed line). Results are depicted as mean ± SD (n = 6). 
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(A) 

 

(B) 

Figure 25. HPLC picture of (A) Plasma of rats treated with CA-NE. Data showed were 

representative data at the 10 min collected sample, with internal standard: gemfibrozil 

(12.675min), carnosic acid (16.227min) (B) Blank plasma of rats spiked with internal 

standard gemfibrozil (12.675min) as a reference. 

5.3.2. Discussion of the results 

The gastrointestinal tract is the main digestion part for orally administrated nutraceuticals. 

The absorption of carnosic acid happened mainly in jejunum, which has been confirmed 

by TIM-1 results. The produced carnosic acid nanoemulsion (CA-NE) increased 
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significantly the concentration of carnosic acid in plasma compared to the CA suspension. 

The results can be seen from the calculated pharmacokinetic parameters (Table 7). In order 

to be uptake by the peripheral tissues, the plasma concentration of carnosic acid needs to 

be higher than the plasma basic values. The basic plasma AUC value can be obtained from 

the group of rats treated with physiology saline as control, as there was no CA detected, so 

the carnosic acid in plasma should be able to transfer to different tissues. In general, the 

carnosic acid peaked twice in the nanoemulsion dosage form at 1 hour and 6 hours, and 

came to baseline after 24 hours. The nanoemulsion increased the AUC value (544.28 μg 

/mL*hr) more than twice to the CA water suspension AUC value (251.93 μg /mL*hr). Thus, 

we can say the bioavailability of carnosic acid was improved by the nanoemulsion. In our 

study, after a series processing procedure for preparing the samples to be analyzed by 

HPLC, we didn’t find any new peaks appeared in the HPLC profile of the plasma samples 

processed from all the tested rats, so the metabolites remain unknown, thus further analysis 

is needed.  

5.4. Conclusion 

As we know, it is necessary to conduct in vivo animal studies, if the bioavailability 

information is necessary, as in vitro methods are not able to offer this data. In our current 

study, by using the in vivo animal study, we found a significantly difference of the plasma 

concentration of carnosic acid between the nanoemulsion group, with a sustained Tmax and 

a higher Cmax. The calculated AUC value proved a more than two-fold improvement of the 

bioavailability compared to the CA suspension group. The reason could be attributed to the 

enhanced solubility and more fast and more complete digestion of lipids, which promoted 

the mixed micelles formation to incorporate more carnosic acid in the digestion lumen. 
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Thus, in this chapter we further confirmed the nanoemulsion composed with soy lecithin, 

MCT and water could improve the bioavailability of carnosic acid. Thus, the 

nanoemulsified carnosic acid has a great potential to be used in functional food area. 

What’s more, this optimized formulation may be further used to encapsulate other similar 

nutraceuticals aiming to expand their application or improved their oral bioavailability. 
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CHAPTER 6 INVESTIGATION OF THE BIOACTIVITY OF CARNOSIC ACID 

NANOEMULSION BY IN VITRO CELL MODELS 

6.1. Introduction 

There will be oxidative stress when the produced reactive oxygen species (i.e. O2−, 

H2O2) exceeded the antioxidant ability of cellular antioxidants in living organism. This 

excess ROS generated are highly reactive and they tend to initiate oxidation chain reactions 

and cause the chemical and functional changes of lipids, proteins and DNA,106 which will 

in turn to cause the cell dysfunction and tissue injuries. In addition, the production of ROS 

which is mediated by NADPH oxidase (NOX) will cause the change of microenvironment 

in host tissue and oxidative stress on sites of chronic inflammation. This will activate the 

excessive release of many compounds that would promote the happening of inflammation, 

some of the most common seen compounds are like interleukin-1 beta (IL-1β), tumor 

necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α), nitric oxide (NO) and so on. It has been overwhelmingly 

documented that the uncontrolled production of ROS and inflammation stimuli will cause 

the progression of metabolic and degenerative diseases in human body, such as cancer, 

cardiovascular disease, neurodegenerative diseases and diabetes.107-109 Usually there are 

two defense systems to combat the oxidative conditions, first systems include some 

antioxidant enzymes, like superoxide dismutase (SOD), glutathione peroxide, which are 

capable to react with either the formed free radicals or the molecules are very liable to 

produced reactive oxygen radicals. Physiological and dietary antioxidant are also 

performed as the secondary defense systems, such as glutathione, polyphenols and other 

natural antioxidants.110 
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Fruits, vegetables and herbs are excellent sources of bioactive compounds, consuming 

them may increase antioxidants and have desirable health benefits for prevention of chronic 

diseases as supported by former studies.111-114. Carnosic acid (CA) is one of those natural 

compounds that have attracted considerable attention. CA is a tricyclic diterpene that was 

firstly discovered in sage and later was found at much higher levels in rosemary leaves.88 

With the o-dihydroxylated phenolic ring and a carboxylic acid group, carnosic acid, also 

regarded as phenolic diterpene possess powerful antioxidant activity in food systems. More 

importantly, is has also been found with great chronic disease preventing functions such as 

anticancer, anti-inflammation, antiobesity, antidiabetic, anti-neurodegenerative disorders 

and so on.44, 115-117 Oral delivery is considered as the most convenient and acceptable route 

for antioxidant, however, being a highly hydrophobic compounds, carnosic acid has a poor 

solubility in water and oil at room temperature. The low solubility and dissolution led to 

its poor bioaccessibility for the gastrointestinal absorption. Such that, development of a 

suitable carrier from natural materials that can increase the solubility in water phase and 

dissolution in gastrointestinal fluids is of great interest from functional food and 

pharmacological viewpoint, which will help expand the application of CA in food area and 

to enhance its oral efficacy, such that the bioactivities could be achieved. One of the edible 

delivery systems have been widely applied to achieve this target is nanoemulsion. The 

nanoemulsion formulation is proved capable of improve the bioavailability and anti-cancer 

activities of phytochemicals by many researches.34, 118-119  

To our best knowledge, right now there was no study elucidating how the 

bioaccessibility would be changed of CA by nanoemulsion formulation. Therefore, the in 

vitro bioaccessibility of CA in nanoemulsion is necessary to be examined. As the 
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bioactivities and pharmacological properties of CA maybe primarily correlated with its 

ability to resist the oxidative stress by scavenge the free radicals and to inhibit the 

production of the inflammatory related molecules. The evaluation of the antioxidant and 

anti-inflammation capacity of CA after encapsulation in nanostructured carrier would be 

interesting and necessary. Right now, most of the studies applied chemical antioxidant 

assays to study the antioxidant property of nanostructured antioxidant, which doesn’t take 

account into the pH, temperature, uptake and metabolism in the physiological situations. 

Physiological systems are very comprehensive and sophisticated and these chemical 

methods are hard to mimic or accurately predict the in vivo antioxidant assay. In this 

situation, in vitro cell culture models is a more reliable and cost effective approach to 

address the antioxidant capability and anti-inflammatory activity. Until now, there is 

insufficient study on how the encapsulation will affect the bioaccessibility of carnosic acid 

and also no study on the antioxidant and anti-inflammation properties of carnosic acid 

nanoemulsion using cell-based biological environment. Herein, the objective of the current 

study was to apply the cellular antioxidant assay (CAA) using HepG2 cells and anti-

inflammatory property using RAW 264.7 cells to evaluate how nanoemulsion system will 

affect the antioxidant ant anti-inflammatory properties. 

6.2. Materials and Methods 

6.2.1. Materials 

Carnosic acid (95%) was obtained from China, PC 75 were a gift from American 

Lecithin Company, US. Medium-chain triacylglycerol (MCT) oil (Neobee 1053) was 

kindly provided by Stepan company. Analytical standards for carnosic acid (>99%) and 

cell culture compatible dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) were obtained from Sigma Co.. 
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DMEM, trypsin, penicillin-streptomycin, PBS were obtained from Life technologies and 

FBS was obtained from Biowest. For all the experiments, Deionized water obtained from 

a Milli-Q system was used. The mobile phase acetonitrile (ACN) and water for CA 

detection were purchase from Pharmco (Brookfield, CT). All other chemicals were 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and were ACS grade without specifically specified and 

applied without further treatment 

6.2.2. Preparation of Carnosic acid nanoemulsion (CA-NE) 

CA-NE was produced by high speed combined with high pressure homogenization 

method. We firstly prepared the dispersion phase (oily phase) by dissolving 0.92 g of CA 

in 4.8 g in the carrier oil MCT, heated up to 90 °C, and maintained until the CA fully 

solubilized and in order to inhibit the recrystallization, the temperature was kept above 

70 °C. The continuous phase (aqueous phase) was formulated by dispersing the 0.9 g PC 

75 lecithin into 24.3 g DI water and also preheated to 70 °C. Once the two phases were 

ready, the aqueous phase was added into the oily phase, the mixture was stirred for another 

two minutes and then the nanoemulsion was prepared by a two-step high-energy input 

method. Firstly, we can prepare the coarse emulsion with size usually around micrometers 

by using high-speed homogenizer at 12000rpm within 3 minutes based on a preliminary 

study. Then the crude emulsion was downsized by applying high pressure homogenizer 

instrument (EmulsiFlex-C6, AVESTIN Inc., Ottawa, Canada) at 120MPa with four passes 

Finally, the formulated nanoemulsion composed with 15.5% MCT, 2.9% lecithin, 3.0% 

CA and 78.6% DI water were collected from the equipment for each batch.  
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6.2.3. Droplet size and size distribution  

In order to control the stability and consistence of the physical properties between each 

experiment, the droplet size and size distribution should be measured each batch for the 

following experiment. Droplet size and polydispersity index (PDI) of the nanoemulsion 

was measured by DLS technique based particle sizer (90 plus, Brookhaven Instruments 

Corporation, NY, USA). All the samples were measured at the same instrument setting 

with the laser light scattering angle of 90°. All the samples need to be diluted with the 

according continuous phase before measurement in order to get reliable data. All the 

measurements were conducted in triplicate.  

6.2.4. Measurement of Carnosic acid by HPLC 

CA was analyzed by a Dionex HPLC system with UV-Vis detector by our previous 

developed method.86 The separation of the samples was performed on a C18 TSKgel ODS-

100Z column (5 μm, 100Å; 4.6 mm × 150 mm) with the mobile phase composed of 

acetonitrile-0.1% phosphoric acid (60:40, v/v) and the flow rate was kept at 0.6 mL/min. 

20 µL was injected for each sample and the detection was monitored under 230 nm. 

6.2.5. Cell maintenance and cytotoxicity by MTT assay 

HepG2 and RAW 264.7 cells were purchased from American Type Culture Collection 

(ATCC, Rockville, MD, USA). HepG2 cell was maintained in culture medium composed 

of DMEM added with 10% FBS and antibodies penicillin- streptomycin at constant 

temperature 37°C and humidified conditions with 5% CO2. The medium for RAW 264.7 

was DMEM supplemented with 10% deactivated FBS and antibodies and was incubated 

under the same conditions for HepG2. 
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The cell viability of CA, CA-NE and blank nanoemulsion (B-NE) were measured by a 

well-established MTT assay.120 MTT assay has been applied to see the cytotoxicity of CA-

NE as taking the unformulated carnosic acid with DMSO-dissolved one. On the first day 

of the experiment, cancer cells were started to culture in 96-well plate incubated in the 

culture media containing all the basic nutrients and balance salts they need for healthy 

growth. After 24h incubation, the media were discarded; the cells were then added with a 

series of concentrations (six replicates) of CA-NE or CA in DMSO diluted with the 

complete media at different ratios. Blank nanoemulsion and negative control (untreated 

cells) were cultured at the same batch in every independent experiment as reference value 

for the calculation and control of the culture conditions. After 24 h incubation with different 

samples, cells were incubated with 0.5 mg/ml MTT for 1.5 hours in dark. The final MTT 

dissolved in DMSO were tested by Biotek microplate reader at 570 nm, and 490nm as 

reference.  

6.2.6. Cellular antioxidant activity (CAA) by HepG2 cell model  

The method was based on a previous published paper with minor modification.121 

HepG2 cells were firstly inoculated at 6 × 105 /mL density on a black 96-well microplate 

first day and cultured overnight. On the second day, the old culture medium was aspirated 

and the cells were washed with PBS. Then different concentrations of samples plus 25 µM 

DCFH-DA added into the cells. After one-hour treatment at 37 °C, the medium was 

discarded and washed with PBS again. After that, ABAP solution was applied to all the 

wells except the blank control. The fluorescence was then read immediately by microplate 

reader preheated to 37 °C by setting the excitation and emission of 485/538nm. Totally 

thirteen points were collected and the data was collected kinetically for one hour. Cells 
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with the fluorescent indicator DCFH-DA and free radical generator ABAP are positive 

control, cells with DCFH-DA but no ABAP were blank control. The assay was conducted 

at least three replications, and the data from one representative experiment (n = 4 wells) 

were presented. 

Calculation of CAA value. By subtraction the readings of blank control from the 

positive control or sample, the CAA value was calculated by doing integration of the area 

under the curve (AUC) of fluorescence to time. 

𝐶𝐴𝐴 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 = (1 −
𝐴𝑈𝐶 (𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡) − 𝐴𝑈𝐶 (𝐵𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙)

𝐴𝑈𝐶 (𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙) − 𝐴𝑈𝐶 (𝐵𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙)
) × 100 

Where AUC (treatment) is the integrated area of sample, AUC (Positive control) and 

AUC (Blank control) are the integrated area of the positive and blank curve, respectively.  

6.2.7. Cellular uptake of CA-NE by HepG2  

To study the cellular uptake qualitatively, cells were seeded on a 12-well dish covered 

with glass coverslips and cultivated in 1 mL complete medium. After overnight incubation, 

washed the cells, and equivalent volume of culture medium within the fluorescent 

compound-coumarin-6 stained CA-NE were treated to the cells and the cells were 

incubated with predetermined time periods in the incubator. When finished treatment, the 

solution was removed by aspiration, and cold PBS was applied three times to the cells for 

eliminating the nanoemulsion droplets that have not been got inside of the cells. Then the 

HepG2 cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 minutes at ambient conditions. 

After another set PBS wash, the cells were further cultured with 10 µg/mL DAPI staining 

solution for 30 minutes. After washing again with the buffer, finally PBS was added to 
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maintain the HepG2. Now the uptake of the CA-NE by HepG2 cells are ready to be 

observed by confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM, Zeiss LSM 710 Confocal 

Microscope) by appropriate settings. Fluorescence intensity was calculated and analyzed 

using Image J software and expressed as Relative fluorescence intensity as compared to 

the highest fluorescence obtained from the experiment. 

6.2.8. RAW 264.7 Cellular release of nitric oxide (NO) 

RAW 264.7 cells were cultured in 96-well plated at 4× 106cells/ml and incubated for 

24h and then stimulated with LPS (100 ng/mL) with or without CA, CA-NE and controls 

at various concentrations for 24 h. Nitrite assays were performed using Griess Reagent 

System.122 50μL of treated culture media was mixed with 50μL of Griess reagents, the 

absorbance were measured at 570 nm after 10min reaction. Sodium nitrite was the standard 

preparing working solutions from 1-100 µM. 

The RAW 264.7 cells with no treatment but only culture media are set as the blank 

control. Cells stimulated with LPS and samples were negative control, cells treated with 

LPS but not samples were positive control. The ability on the inhibiting of NO production 

can be obtained by the equation below: 

(Inhibition of NO) % = (NO Positive control- NO sample)/NO positive control×100 

6.2.9. RAW 264.7 Cellular release of TNF-α 

RAW 264.7 were cultured for 24h, and the cells were then treated with three different 

media, namely, culture medium only, LPS alone or LPS together with samples for 24 h, 

then the cell culture supernatant was collected to measure the amounts of cytokines 
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followed the instructions within the ELIDA kit. Commercial ELISA kit (R&D Systems, 

Minneapolis, MN) was applied to detect the TNF-α produced in the supernatant.  

Statistical Analysis 

All measurements were done independently triplicate. Results are depicted as means± 

standard deviation (SD). The significance of the differences between groups was tested 

using ANOVA and Turkey test when necessary. All statistical analysis was done using 

SPSS 16.0.  

6.3. Results and Discussion 

6.3.1. Physicochemical properties of the CA-NE 

 The CA-NE formulation was fabricated as an oral intake carrier of CA by designing a 

ternary phase diagram from water, MCT and lecithin. The storage stability and high loading 

capacity makes it possible for further investigation of the in vitro bioaccessibility and 

bioactivities. In the present study, all the CA-NE were produced and characterized before 

conducting each experiment and the exact amount of CA each time is measured. The CA-

NE used in this study possess a loading capacity 2.6-3.0%, size around 170nm, size 

distribution expressed by PDI around 0.240 and surface charge of the nanoemulsion 

droplets measured as zeta potential values around -57.2mV. The size of particle below 200 

nm is usually regarded as nanosized with good stability and cellular uptake properties and 

PDI values smaller than 0.25 means a narrow size distribution which contributed to good 

stability during storage. Zeta potential has been used to characterize the surface charge of 

emulsions. In some literature it was suggested if the zeta potential measured is above 45mV, 

it’s very likely that the formulation possessing high stability. This mainly because high 
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zeta potential in a colloidal system means strong repulsive force between the droplets to 

overcome the natural tendency to aggregates.123 

6.3.2. Cellular Antioxidant activity in HepG2 cells 

Carnosic acid had been suggested and proved being a powerful antioxidant to be used 

for food area and health promoting activity by many studies.124 Until now, there is no study 

about the antioxidant of CA by cell models, which would include the influence of cellular 

uptake, metabolism, enzymes, cell signaling and is expected to be more closely reflecting 

the antioxidant ability of in vivo circumstances.125 

DCFH-DA is a non-fluorescent dye by itself, it firstly diffused into cells and become 

DCFH after elimination of acetate groups by intracellular esterases, free radicals oxidation 

of DCFH will produce fluorescent DCF. At the same time, the added antioxidant would 

scavenge the free radicals to decrease the fluorescence, such that, the lower of the 

fluorescence means the more powerful the antioxidant capability of the added compound 

exhibited. In our study, the cell viability experiment was firstly conducted for free CA, CA-

NE and blank nanoemulsion by MTT assay to find the non-toxicity concentrations to 

perform the CAA assay (data not shown here). Results showed that when the concentration 

of CA below 50 μM, nearly one hundred percent of cell viability observed for all the 

samples. Such that the following treatment of HepG2 cells are below this concentration. 

When performing this cellular antioxidant assay, the cells were washed after treated with 

CA or CA-NE, which could eliminate the influence of the samples that neither absorbed 

into nor tightly adhered to the cells. In our CAA experiment, the fluorescence change 

during 1 hour of nanoemulsified CA, free CA and blank nanoemulsion were recorded and 

as the blank nanoemulsion showed no effect of the fluorescence, here we only showed the 
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kinetic fluorescence of DCF of free CA and CA-NE (Figure 26A, Figure 26B). As we can 

see, both free CA and CA-NE treatment inhibited the increase of fluorescence from DCF 

formation by free radical oxidation as low as 1 μM and this inhibition behavior is dose 

dependently, free carnosic acid showed lower fluorescence at each concentrations. The 

CAA value-dose was plotted by calculated CAA value by integration of the fluorescence-

time curve for free CA and CA-NE at each concentration (Figure 25C).  
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Figure 26. ABAP free radical-induced oxidation of DCFH to DCF and the inhibition of 

formation of free radicals indicated by DCF fluorescence by CA and CA-NE treated for 1 

hour. Time–fluorescence profile for the inhibition of ABAP produced free radical on DCF 
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formation by free carnosic acid (A) and carnosic acid nanoemulsion (B); Dose-CAA value 

obtained by integration of each concentration of carnosic acid and carnosic acid 

nanoemulsion (C) (Mean ± SD, n = 4). EC50 of free CA and CA-NE were calculated by 

median effect plot (D). Different letters indicated significantly differences (p < 0.05). 

 

Results showed that CAA value of the free CA and CA-NE increased as the increasing 

concentration of CA. However, at each concentration, free CA in DMSO exhibited higher 

CAA value than the nanoencapsulated CA, indicating the nanoemulsion seemed decreased 

the antioxidant activity of CA during the 1-hour exposure of cells to CA-NE. In order to 

calculate the EC50, the median plot was drawn (Figure 26 D), the EC50 was 13.02±0.40 

and 24.32± 1.27 μM for CA and CA-NE, respectively. We initially had several guess of 

the reasons of lower CAA value of encapsulated CA in nanoemulsion than the free DMSO 

dissolved carnosic acid. The first guess is the other components in CA-NE formulation 

might has pro-oxidant activity, which will compromise the antioxidant ability of CA, 

however, this was quickly eliminated because no pro-oxidant or antioxidant activity 

exhibited of the blank nanoemulsion by the study (data no shown here). Another more 

reasonable explanation is due to the sustained release character and slower cellular uptake 

profile resulted a low concentration of carnosic acid functioned in the cells which in turn a 

lower CAA value at one-hour treatment time of CA-NE compared with the DMSO 

delivered CA. There is previous study in our group using CAA assay to test the antioxidant 

activity of peptides/chitosan EGCG nanoparticles and found the oxidants resistance of 

EGCG could be improved after incorporation with the nanoparticulate system. While in 

another study, the researches applying liposome as carrier for curcumin found that the 
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encapsulation did not affect the antioxidant capability of curcumin.126-127 However, our 

results indicated a lower antioxidant ability after nanoemulsified encapsulation. These 

different results may mainly rely on two reasons, one is the difference of the composition, 

size and surface characters of the nanodelivery systems, another reason is the encapsulated 

compound of EGCG, curcumin or CA has different solubility and cellular transport 

mechanism. As we previously mentioned, Cell based antioxidant assay included the effect 

of more factors than the chemical methods. In order to find out the reason of this decreased 

CAA value of CA-NE, the CAA assay was conducted for 4-hour treatment (based on the 

cellular uptake below) of cells with either CA or CA-NE at different concentrations, and 

then the fluorescence curve and CAA value was obtained. It was very interesting that after 

4 hours treatment, the CAA value of CA-NE is greatly improved at all concentrations, and 

the EC50 is almost the same as of 1-hour treatment by CA. However, the 4-hour CA treated 

cells didn’t show concentration dependent and they are all possess a relatively high CAA 

value that is comparable or a little lower than 1-hour treatment. This result proved our 

speculation that the cellular uptake of nanoemulsion takes longer than the DMSO delivered 

compound, thus increase the treatment time up to 4 hours guaranteed all the CA was entered 

into the cells to perform the antioxidant activity. However, as for the DMSO delivered pure 

compound, during the 4-hour treatment, other reactions in the cells may already happened, 

caused the decrease of the antioxidant activity. Another experiment described below of 

cellular uptake of CA-NE was performed as another way to find out the possible reasons 

of lower CAA value of nanoemulsion than the DMSO one. 
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6.3.3. Cellular uptake of CA-NE by HepG2 Cells 

Cellular uptake process of CA-NE was performed in order to give an explanation on 

how the nanoemulsion formulation incorporation affected the antioxidant ability in the 

HepG2 cells based on the Cellular antioxidant assay results. The uptake process of carnosic 

acid nanoemulsion by HepG2 at different treatment time from 0.5 hours to 6 hours is shown 

in Figure 27. As we know, it is impossible to clearly observe the CA-NE droplet by the 

CLSM because the nano-ranged small size. However, when the nanosized CA-NE 

accumulated on the cell membrane and in the intracellular area of the cells, the HepG2 cells 

became fluorescent and can be observed, which indicated the CA-NE was internalized into 

the cells. As we can see from Figure 27 that the fluorescence intensity (green) in the 

cytoplasm that surrounded the nucleus (blue) was increasing as the time increased till 4 

hours. This phenomenon indicated the cellular uptake of CA-NE is related to the time as 

more and more CA-NE droplets getting into the cells as the incubation time increases until 

4 hours at 37 °C. The fluorescence intensity at 6-hour treatment is smaller than 4 hours 

suggested that the cellular absorption had reached saturation, and metabolism, elimination 

or exocytosis from cells may occurred.128 There are possibly two ways that the compound 

formulated in nanoemulsion entering into the cells, both passive diffusion and endocytosis 

contributed to cellular uptake. As the size of CA-NE is bigger than 100 nm, the endocytosis 

is the most likely route for its internalization into cells. After a bioactive compound 

incorporated in the nanoemulsion, which possessing a slow sustained release behavior, the 

absorption or uptake of this compound is determined mainly by the endocytosis efficacy 

of this nanoemulsion droplets, the endocytosis is mainly mediated by clathrin and caveolae 

related pathways.129 Usually as the endocytosis process needs more energy to enter into the 
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cells, so it’s not as efficient as the passive diffusion, which is the route of small molecules 

enter into cells.130 The free carnosic acid added in the cells this assay was initially 

completely dissolved by the DMSO before further introduced into the aqueous culture 

media. Carnosic acid, as hydrophobic drugs can diffuse readily by passive route. This 

cellular uptake experiment explains why the ability of scavenging free radicals in the 

cellular based antioxidant assay of carnosic acid dissolved in DMSO and formulated into 

nanoemulsion had a big difference and under the one-hour treatment of HepG2 cells, CA 

delivered by DMSO possessed lower EC50. 
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Figure 27. Upper panel: CLSM images of HepG2 cells incubated with coumarin 6 labeled 

nanoemulsion loaded with carnosic acid observed by CLSM at different incubation time. 

Lower panel: Relative fluorescence intensity was calculated based on fluorescence analysis 

using Image J. Result is depicted from the means ± SD from 3 different area calculations.  

 

Based on the cellular antioxidant assay and cellular uptake study on HepG2 cells, a 

schematic figure showing the cellular uptake and cellular antioxidant assay of carnosic acid 

nanoemulsion (CA-NE) as in Figure 28. 
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Figure 28. . Schematic figure of cellular uptake and cellular antioxidant assay of carnosic 

acid nanoemulsion (CA-NE). 

 

6.3.4. Effect of nanoemulsion on release of Nitric Oxide (NO)  

When stimulated using LPS, the macrophage cells produced and secreted excessive NO 

and inflammation condition in the cells was established. NO is involved in many inter- and 

intra-cellular signaling pathways of immune and other normal body functions, nevertheless, 

the uncontrolled and imbalance NO production indicated the abnormal and failure to 

control the inflammatory process and is closely related with carcinogenesis.131 To 

determine whether nanoemulsion formulation would affect the NO regulation of CA, the 

NO production of LPS-activated RAW 264.7 macrophages treated with CA, CA-NE and 

B-NE was measured. The concentrations of each samples are within the no cytotoxicity 

range based on the MTT results (data not shown). The NO inhibition activity (Figure 29) 
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indicated that CA and CA-NE could dramatically inhibit the release of Nitric Oxide by a 

dose-dependent behavior for all tested concentrations. More interestingly, we found that 

the nanoemulsion showed prominent improvement of the anti-inflammatory activity 

regarding NO inhibition capability compared with free CA. From Figure 29 we can see at 

the concentration of 6.25 µM, CA-NE exhibited about 20.0% inhibition of NO, which 

exceeded free carnosic acid inhibition rate around 7.2%, As the concentration increased, at 

12.5 µM of CA, the NO inhibition of CA-NE reached 29.5 %, while CA only had 11.1% 

inhibition. The NO inhibition of CA-NE reached 62.3% at 25 µM equivalent CA 

concentration, which was dramatically efficient and powerful than the 37.8% inhibition 

rate of free CA according to the statistically analysis. More interestingly, we found the 

blank nanoemulsion without carnosic acid also possess slight NO inhibition activity with 

25.6% decrease of NO production at highest diluted concentration (amount equivalent to 

the volume of CA-NE at 25 μM). The possible reason of the improved NO inhibition maybe 

related to the components of nanoemulsion formulation of CA-NE, it is apparently that the 

enhanced NO inhibition of CA-NE is contributed by both of CA and B-NE and also 

nanoemulsion has great possibility to be successfully applied as a carrier system for 

carnosic acid to be internalized into cells. Previous study has also reported the 

nanoemulsion exhibited slight NO inhibition activity and has a positive effect on the 

inflammation inhibition of nobiletin compared with unformulated one.132 

Lipopolysaccharide (LPS) is a polysaccharide that can be obtained from the Gram-

negative bacteria cell, which is related to various pathways and functions in the 

macrophage cells in human and animal body. The LPS could also promote the production 

of some compounds that secreted in the cell to mediate the inflammation procedure. The 
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various inflammatory mediators and cytokines such as such as Nitric oxide, TNF-α and IL-

and enzymes like inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) and cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2). 

The overproduction of NO by iNOS is a response to the stimulation of RAW 264.7 

macrophages by LPS, which could be detected and quantified photometrically to reflect 

the anti-inflammatory ability of tested antioxidants and their formulations. Based on the 

current NO inhibition result on the stimulated-inflammation-RAW 264.7 cells, it is very 

likely that lecithin based nanoemulsion has the ability to inhibit the onset and developing 

of inflammation. 

 

Figure 29. NO inhibition after 24 h-treatment of LPS-treated RAW 264.7 macrophage with 

CA, CA-NE, B-NE at concentrations of CA from 0 to 25µM, for B-NE is the corresponding 

dilutions of CA-NE. Data shown as mean ± SD from 3 experiments. 
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6.3.5. Influence on TNF-α production 

Upon stimulation by LPS, macrophage cells would produce different inflammatory 

mediators such as NO, IL-1, TNF-α, IL-10. With uncontrolled secretion of these pro-

inflammatory cytokines would possibly resulted in various chronic inflammation and 

diseases. Such that, the inhibition on the release of these cytokines is a useful way to treat 

the inflammation related disorders. In this study, we treated the RAW 264.7 macrophage 

with lipopolysaccharide and different concentrations by CA or CA-NE simultaneously to 

test the effect of nanoemulsion on the modulation of TNF-α by ELISA. LPS alone 

dramatically increased the release of TNF-α in the cell supernatant, the cells treated with 

either CA or CA nanoemulsion significantly decreased the pro-inflammatory cytokine 

TNF-α production amount followed a dose-dependent scenario if take the positive control 

LPS group for comparison (p< 0.05). The data showed (Figure 30) that at the concentration 

of equivalent 6.25 µM of CA, CA reduced the TNF-α level from 1060.90 pg/mL of LPS 

group to 938.23 pg/mL, while CA-NE reduced this number to 757.73 pg/mL. CA-NE at 

the equivalent concentration of 25 µM CA was found reduced the level of TNF-α to 492.56 

pg/mL, which was around 53% inhibition rate compared with the LPS group, while CA 

also reduced this amount to 623.57 pg/mL with around 41% decrease of the amount of 

TNF-α. Blank nanoemulsion treated group also showed slight inhibition at each 

concentration with no significant difference and reduced the level of TNF-α release to 

946.57 pg/mL from 1060.90 pg/mL of LPS group at the amount equivalent to the volume 

of CA-NE at 25 µM CA. The results here indicated that nanoemulsion could significantly 

improve the inhibition ability of pro-inflammatory cytokine TNF-α in this macrophage 
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cells after its stimulation in the inflammatory status, which may attributed to the effective 

delivery for carnosic acid to the cells. Macrophages play the central role in the 

inflammatory response and immune response. Once activated, they will secrete various 

cytokines and chemokines such as NO and TNF-α.133 The secretion of these molecules are 

regulated by a series of pathways once the cells are activated by different stimuli and the 

following initiation of various transcriptional molecules such as NF-kappa B and MAPKs, 

which will cause the gene activation.134 The mechanisms that makes the function of treating 

with inflammatory situation of CA-NE is related to its ability to inhibit the production of 

cytokines NO and TNF-α may through the hindrance of the activation of the NF-κB and 

MAPK activities.132 Chronic inflammation is related with the occurrence of numerous 

different diseases such as inflammatory bowel, neurodegenerative problems and cancer.135 

Thus, by successfully delivery of carnosic acid and other phytochemicals to better perform 

anti-inflammatory activities may be a useful way to prevent and treat the related.136-137 

In conclusion, a nanoemulsion formulation was developed in this study with loading 

efficiency 2.6-3.0%, size around 170nm, PDI around 0.240 and zeta potential values 

around -57.2mV. The formulation exhibited good physical stability at various pH and low 

ionic strength. Based on the in vitro pH lipolysis results, the nanoemulsion promoted faster 

lipid digestion and the bioaccessibility of carnosic acid was greatly improved by 

nanoemulsion systems by 2.8-fold compared to the oil suspension, indicating a possible 

enhancement of the bioavailability. The results indicating the importance of designing 

proper delivery systems for lipophilic nutraceuticals. In this study, we also evaluated 

bioactivity regarding the cellular antioxidant activity of carnosic acid nanoemulsion using 

HepG2 cell as model indicated the antioxidant activity is closely related to the cellular 
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uptake process as proved by the cellular uptake study of CA-NE by HepG2 cells using 

CLSM. The inhibition activity on the inflammation of nanoemulsified CA and 

unformulated CA was tested using the stimulation of RAW 264.7 cells showed the CA-NE 

could significantly decrease of the inflammatory mediator NO and cytokine TNF-α 

secretion compared to the free CA indicating a promising method to deliver CA to perform 

better bioactivity at relatively low concentrations.  

 

 

Figure 30. TNF-α release after 24 h-treatment of LPS-stimulated RAW 264.7 macrophage 

cells with CA, CA-NE and B-NE at concentrations of CA from 0 to 25µM, for B-NE is the 

corresponding dilutions of CA-NE. Reseult shown as the mean ± SD of 3experiments. 

Different letters depicted significant difference (p < 0.05).  
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6.4. Conclusion 

In conclusion, a nanoemulsion formulation was developed in this study with loading 

efficiency 2.6-3.0%, size around 170nm, PDI around 0.240 and zeta potential values 

around -57.2mV. The formulation exhibited good physical stability at various pH and low 

ionic strength. Based on the in vitro pH lipolysis results, the nanoemulsion promoted faster 

lipid digestion and the bioaccessibility of carnosic acid was greatly improved by 

nanoemulsion systems by 2.8-fold compared to the oil suspension, indicating a possible 

enhancement of the bioavailability. The results indicating the importance of designing 

proper delivery systems for lipophilic nutraceuticals. In the current research, we also 

studied on the bioactivity regarding the cellular antioxidant ability of carnosic acid 

nanoemulsion using HepG2 cell as model indicated the antioxidant activity is closely 

related to the cellular uptake process as proved by the cellular uptake study of CA-NE by 

HepG2 cells using CLSM. The inhibition activity on the inflammation of nanoemulsified 

CA and unformulated CA was tested using the stimulated RAW 264.7 cells showed the 

CA-NE could significantly decrease of the inflammatory mediator NO and cytokine TNF-

α secretion compared to the free CA indicating a promising method to deliver CA to 

perform better bioactivity at relatively low concentrations.  
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CHAPTER 7. DETERMINING THE ANTI-PROLIFERATION ON CANCER 

CELLS AND ANTIBACTERIAL EFFECT OF CARNOSIC ACID 

NANOEMULSION 

7.1. Introduction 

Carnosic acid has been proved to possess a lot of chronic disease preventing activities 

including cancer. In this chapter, we would like to test how the nanoemulsion formulation 

would affect the anti-proliferation ability of carnosic acid. As we have introduced in the 

previous chapters, that carnosic acid is a molecule that highly hydrophobic and we tested 

its solubility in different oils and in water. It is hardly dissolved in the aqueous environment 

and difficult to dissolve at room temperature in oils. However, it is common sense that 

many pathogens and food-borne bacteria are inhabited in the aqueous or hydrophilic 

environment. Given this situation, the lipophilic nature of many bioactives that hard to be 

dispersed or dissolved in this hydrophilic circumstance have become a hurdle for their 

highest antibacterial activity to be exhibited. Furthermore, this limited their application as 

an antimicrobial agent in water-rich food prodcuts.138 As we know, currently most 

synthetic preservatives have caused problems and concerns from consumers. The 

requirement of natural obtained anti-bacterial agents have promoted the finding and 

research on many new plant-derived molecules. Carnosic acid has long been used by 

Mediterranean people as preservatives for food and now research also showed its inhibition 

on various food-borne bacteria.139 By applying nanoemulsion system, we have showed its 

ability to improve various biological functional properties and enhanced the bioavailability 

of carnosic acid using both systematically designed instrument and animal studies. Here, 
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we would like to further expand and test the possible application of this nanoemulsified 

carnosic acid formulation into our food antimicrobial area.  

 

7.2. Materials and Methods 

7.2.1. Materials 

Carnosic acid (95%) was obtained from China, PC 75 were a gift from American 

Lecithin Company, US. Medium-chain triacylglycerol (MCT) oil (Neobee 1053) was 

kindly provided by Stepan company. Analytical standards for carnosic acid (>99%) and 

cell culture compatible dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) were obtained from Sigma Co.. 

DMEM, trypsin, penicillin-streptomycin, PBS were obtained from Life technologies and 

FBS was obtained from Biowest. For all the experiments, Deionized water was used. The 

mobile phase acetonitrile (ACN) and water for CA detection were purchase from Pharmco 

(Brookfield, CT). All other chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and were ACS 

grade without specifically specified and applied without further treatment. The tested 

bacteria are Escherichia coli (ATCC 25922), Salmonella typhimurium (ATCC 13311) and 

Listeria monocytogenes (ATCC 7644) and Staphylococcus aureus (ATCC 63589). 

7.2.2. Preparation for the testing formulation 

CA-NE was produced by high speed combined with high speed-high pressure 

homogenization method. We firstly prepared the dispersion phase (oily phase) by 

dissolving 0.92 g of CA in 4.8 g in the carrier oil MCT, heated up to 90 °C, and maintained 

until the CA fully solubilized and in order to inhibit the recrystallization, the temperature 

was kept above seventy degrees Celsius. The continuous phase (aqueous phase) was 
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formulated by dispersing the 0.9 g PC 75 lecithin into 24.3 g DI water and also preheated 

to 70 °C. Once the two phases were ready, the aqueous phase was added into the oily phase, 

the mixture was stirred for another two minutes and then the nanoemulsion was prepared 

by a two-step high energy input method. Firstly, we can prepare the coarse emulsion with 

size usually around micrometers by using high speed homogenizer (IKA Works Inc., 

Wilmington, NC) at 12000rpm within 3 minutes based on a preliminary study. Then the 

crude emulsion was downsized by applying high pressure homogenizer instrument at 

120MPa with four passes Finally, the formulated nanoemulsion composed with 15.5 MCT, 

2.9% lecithin, 3.0% CA and 78.6% DI water were collected from the equipment for each 

batch. After the preparation, the amount of carnosic acid in the nanoemulsion was 

determined by HPLC. MCT and water suspension was prepared by adding the same 

amount of carnosic acid in MCT or water as in emulsion formulation.  

7.2.3. Maintenance of Human Cancer Cell Lines 

HepG2, Caco-2, HT-29, Hek, SK and Hela human cancer cells originated from different 

issues or organs were grown and cultured in DMEM added with 10% FBS and antibodies 

penicillin- streptomycin composed culture medium. non-essential amino acids (NAA) was 

also added for the Caco-2 culture. The incubator was set at 95% relative humidity, 5% CO2 

and a stable temperature of 37°C. 

7.2.4. Anti-proliferation activity on cancer cells by MTT assay 

The cell viability of CA, CA-NE and blank nanoemulsion (B-NE) on different 

carcinoma cells were measured by a well-established MTT assay.120 MTT can be applied 

to understand the anti-proliferation ability of CA-NE as taking the unformulated carnosic 

acid with DMSO-dissolved one as control. On the first day of the experiment, cancer cells 
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were seeded to culture in 96-well plate with 1 x 104 cells/well density as counted and 

appropriately diluted from the cell cultures and then incubated in the culture media 

containing all the basic nutrients and balance salts they need for healthy growth. After 24h 

incubation, the media were discarded; the cells were then added with a series concentration 

(six replicates) of CA-NE or CA in DMSO diluted with the complete media at different 

ratios. Blank nanoemulsion and negative control (untreated cells) were cultured at the same 

batch in every independent experiment as reference value for the calculation and control 

of the culture conditions. After 12, 24 or 48h h of incubation with different samples. Cells 

were incubated with 0.5 mg/ml MTT for 2 hours in dark. The final MTT dissolved in 

DMSO were tested by Biotek microplate reader at 570 nm with 490nm as reference.  

The percentage of cell alive was obtained using the equation below: 

%𝑉𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
𝑂𝐷 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠

 𝑂𝐷 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠
× 100 

7.2.5. Preparation of inoculums 

We have tested four most common seen bacteria in food products including Escherichia 

coli, Listeria monocytogenes, Staphylococcus aureus, and Salmonella typhimurium in this 

part of experiment. The bacteria cells were transferred on the tryptic soy agar (TSB) plates 

and then we transferred one to two colonies into sterile TSB culture media and subculture 

twice at 37 °C to prepare inoculums. The different bacteria were cultured at 37°C overnight 

before the experiment. 
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7.2.6. Antibacterial activity evaluation by well diffusion method 

We firstly applied a widely used and easy to observe the result method called well diffusion. 

We diluted the bacteria cultures into the concentration 1× 106 colony forming unit (cfu)/mL 

and was then swabbed the cultures onto entire TSB Agar surface. Then a sterile pipet tip 

was used to make holes on the agar surface, in order to mimic the interfere of each hole yet 

making the best use of the bacterial inoculum Agar surface, four holes were made on one 

agar plate. Once the bacteria were prepared, 100 µL of the tested either carnosic acid 

suspension or CA-NE at several concentrations by diluted with the culture medium are 

added separately in each well. Then the agar plates were incubated overnight at 37°C. We 

can then evaluate whether there is antibacterial activity by observing whether the added 

compound or formulation inhibit the growing of bacteria around the hole. If so, a inhibition 

circle around the hole will appear.140 By this method, the antibacterial effect was tested on 

four bacteria mentioned above. For the preparation of the samples, CA was dissolved 

initially in 100 μL DMSO and then further dissolved to TSB. For the carnosic acid 

nanoemulsion, it was directly diluted by TSB. For both samples, making the highest 

concentration of carnosic acid 500 μg/mL (1500 μmol/L), totally eight concentrations were 

prepared by half-dilution, six replicates were made for each concentration. DMSO and 

blank nanoemulsion were diluted according to the concentrations as positive controls. 

Wells without samples were set as negative controls. 

7.2.7. Inactivation kinetics and Minimum inhibition concentration by broth microdilution 

Carnosic acid-loaded nanoemulsion was studied for the antibacterial activity and compared 

with pure carnosic acid. Growth curve determination was performed by microdilution 

method. Overnight grown (in nutrient broth medium) of S. typhi, Listeria monocytogenes, 
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Staphylococcus aureus and E. coli were cultured separately. Seven concentrations for each 

sample were prepared. The samples were carnosic acid, carnosic acid nanoemulsion, 

DMSO, blank nanoemulsion, because the turbidity of nanoemulsion, nanoemulsion alone 

without the bacteria were added as control. 96-well microplate was used for successive 

microdilution study. For each well, 100μL samples and 100 μL bacteria solution were 

mixed, except for the bacteria alone, broth alone and sample alone as control. For the first 

well of each series, 200 μL of carnosic acid solution or carnosic acid nanoemulsion (0.50 

mg/mL carnosic acid) was added and successive transfer was done. All the wells except 

well number 8 were inoculated with 100 μL of inoculum (105 CFU/mL). The microplates 

were then cultured at 37°C for 24 hours and the OD was taken every one hour. The 

absorbance wavelength was set at 595nm. All measurements of MIC values were repeated 

in triplicate. MIC value means the lowest concentration of the CA or CA-NE or other 

samples that is necessary to fully inhibit the grow of bacteria. All the tests were conducted 

at least 3 times. 

7.3. Results and Discussion 

As previous published paper have demonstrated the anticancer activity of rosemary 

extract and its main component carnosic acid on various cancer cells by both cell studies 

and animal models.141-142 However, right now, there is no published paper on the 

nanoemulsion encapsulated carnosic acid formulation on this area. Thus, it is interesting to 

test whether encapsulation in the nanoemulsion formulation will alter its effect compared 

with the organic solvent mediated unformulated carnosic acid. 

In this part, we tested the anti-proliferation on various common seen and hard to cure 

carcinoma cells from different tissue or organs, such as Caco-2, which is from the colon 
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and HepG2, which is the hepatic carcinoma of human. We used MTT assay to test the 

viability after treated with different concentrations of unformulated and nanoemulsified 

carnosic acid formulations, and the anti-proliferation activity was calculated based on the 

cell viability results taking cells with no treatment but culture medium as control. The blank 

nanoemulsion and the diluted DMSO were also tested as a positive control. 

7.3.1. Anti-proliferation effect on HepG2 cell line 

Liver cancer, or called hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is one of the most common 

diagnosed cancers around the world. The occurrence of liver cancer is related to various 

liver diseases such as hepatitis B and C, alcohol liver and fatty liver and so on.143 As HCC 

has a long latent period, most of the patients were first diagnosed are already in the 

intermediate or even advanced worst stage. As we know, chemotherapy is often the only 

option in this situation. Nutraceuticals are alternative therapeutic agents to prevent and 

control the cancer progression as a chemoprevention agents or chemotherapeutics. 

 

(A) 
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(B) 

Figure 31. Anti-proliferation on HepG2 cells of CA and CA-NE. HepG2 cells were 

cultured with 1 to 200 μM doses of carnosic acid. 0 denotes negative control (A) and blank 

nanoemulsion (B). The data were calculated from six wells for each assay, expressed as 

mean± SD (n=6). 

 

As we can see from Figure 31, both carnosic acid dissolved in DMSO and carnosic acid 

nanoemulsion has the effect on the inhibition of HepG2 cell proliferation at various extent 

after 24 h treat in a dose dependent manner. At concentrations 200 μM, more than 80% 

cells were inhibited. With the nanoemulsion encapsulated carnosic acid showed slightly 

better inhibition activity than the pure carnosic acid. EC50 of CA-NE is 107.71μM CA (CA 

in nanoemulsion), while 120 μM for pure CA. The results showed carnosic acid 

nanoemulsion was an effective anti-proliferative agent against liver cancer cell line HepG2. 

As compared the EC50 of carnosic acid in nanoemulsion with the unformulated one, we 

can see the CA-NE possess a little higher inhibition activity on the HepG2 cell grow. The 
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reason of this improved activity may be related to the protection effect of nanoemulsion on 

the encapsulated carnosic acid and thus higher amount of carnosic acid can be functioned 

on the cells. At all the concentrations, blank nanoemulsion showed slightly inhibition on 

the cells also on a concentration-dependent manner. Blank nanoemulsion was composed 

mainly by MCT and lecithin. Usually, it is not expected that the blank nanoemulsion could 

also possess anticancer activity, however, maybe the components for preparing the 

nanoemulsion also contributed a little bit on its anti-proliferation ability.  

 

Figure 32. Dose-dependent and time-dependent antiproliferation activity of carnosic acid 

and nanoemulsion on the relative viability of HepG2 cell for different length of time with 

different concentrations of CA nanoemulsion. The data were calculated from six wells for 

each assay, expressed as mean± SD (n=6). 

As shown by Figure 32, that the inhibition of HepG2 cell growth by CA-NE clearly 

dependent both on the concentration and treatment period length. For example, at 

concentrations of 50 μM, treat the cells for 48 hours nearly half of the cells was inhibited, 

while treat for 24 hours, the cell viability is around 85%, and even shorter treat time of 
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twelve hours only has an inhibition around 5% with 95% viability. This result demonstrated 

that we can either treat the cells with longer time or higher concentration to get the same 

effect depends on which is more applicable. EC50 of the CA nanoemulsion treated cells at 

12h, 24 h and 48h are 141.36 μM, 104.30 μM and 74.06 μM, respectively. 

7.3.2. Anti-proliferation effect on Caco-2 and HT29 cell lines 

 Colorectal cancer is said the third most prevalence cancer diagnosed around the world. 

Due to changing dietary styles, limited physical activity, as well as genetic influences, the 

incidence rates of colon cancer increased dramatically during the past decades.101 Data 

have showed that the occurrence of colon cancer is closely correlated with the life style 

and most importantly the diet habit. Such that, by apply natural extracted bioactive 

compounds to prevent or even treat the cancer is one of the best acceptable and less costive 

way.115 

 

(A) 
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(B) 

 

(C) 

Figure 33. MTT test on the anti-proliferation of Caco2 cells of carnosic acid and carnosic 

acid nanoemulsion (A) and B-NE (B). MTT study of anti-proliferation to HT29 cells of 

carnosic acid and carnosic acid nanoemulsion (C). The data were calculated from six wells 

for each assay, expressed as mean± SD (n=6).  
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  As we can see from Figure 33, carnosic acid and carnosic acid nanoemulsion could inhibit 

the Caco2 cell showed a dependence on the concentration, CA nanoemulsion showed 

inhibition activity greater than carnosic acid dissolved by DMSO and blank nanoemulsion, 

which possesses no anticancer activity on Caco2 cells. The results demonstrated that the 

anti-proliferation activity on Caco2 is relied on the CA rather than other components in the 

CA-NE from the data. EC50 of CA nanoemulsion is 63.00μM CA (CA in nanoemulsion), 

which is lower than 69.88 μM for pure CA.  

Barni et al 144 studied before of carnosic acid on the in vitro cancer cell -inhibition ability 

of carnosic acid using Caco-2 cell model, which reported a slightly higher IC50 were 92.1 

± 6.4 μM. They explained this anti-proliferation activity of carnosic acid related with the 

apoptosis occurred in the cells. In addition, as we know, that the happening of cancer is a 

bundle of sophisticated and complex procedures and the carnosic acid is believed to inhibit 

the secretion and express of several enzymes that necessary for the cancer cell to migrate 

and grow. 

7.3.3. Anti-proliferation effect on HT29 cell line 

We compared the anti-proliferation activity of HT-29 and Caco-2, as both of them origin 

from colon cancer with different properties. The EC 50 for HT 29 was found at 96.24 μM 

for pure carnosic acid, and 93.24 μM for carnosic acid nanoemulsion, so compared with 

Caco-2 cells, we found the nanoemulsion and pure carnosic acid are more effective on 

Caco-2 cells, presenting a different response in similar tissue originated cells. 
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7.3.4. Anti-proliferation effect on various cancer cell line 

In order to analyze the anti-proliferation performance of CA and CA-NE on different 

types of cancer cells to predict any possible anticancer activity in the human body, several 

other common cancer cell lines from different organs were tested in this part by MTT assay. 

The cells include Hela cell from cervix, Hek from kidney, SK from liver and A549 from 

lung cancer cells. 
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Figure 34. MTT on the antiproliferation on SK, Hela, Hek and A549 cells of carnosic acid 

and carnosic acid nanoemulsion. The data were calculated from 6 wells for each assay, 

expressed as mean± SD (n=6). 

As we can see from Figure 34, different cancer cell lines exhibit different sensitivity 

towards CA and CA-NE treatment. With the SK being the most sensitive one, the EC50 was 

23.5 and 37.5 μM by CA and CA-NE, respectively. Followed by Hek, the kidney cancer 

cell, with EC50 were 23.5 and 37.5 μM by CA and CA-NE, respectively. Among all the 

cells, the samples are least effective on A549, the lung cancer cells; EC50 was more than 
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200 and 155.0μM by CA and CA-NE, respectively. For Hela cells, which is the cervix 

cancer cell, the samples showed a moderate effect, with CA-NE a little better, EC50 were 

101.1 μM of CA-NE, 131.0 μM for CA, respectively.  

7.3.5. The inhibition activity studied by well diffusion  

 

Figure 35. TSB diffusion of carnosic acid and CA nanoemulsion using E. coli and S. typhi 

as test microorganisms with the highest four concentrations, 1500 μM, 750 μM, 375 μM 

and 187.5 μM. The above two pictures are for S. typhi, below two are for E. coli, left one 

is pure CA and right one is CA nanoemulsion. 

 

As we can see, there is no inhibition zone for the four highest concentrations for S. typhi 

and E. coli. Lower concentrations and blank nanoemulsion also showed no antibacterial 

effect on these two bacteria (picture not show here). As we can see here, carnosic acid and 

CA nanoemulsion are not effective on selected Gram negative bacteria by this study. 
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Figure 36. Agar well diffusion method of carnosic acid and CA nanoemulsion and blank 

nanoemulsion using S. aureus and L. mono as test microorganisms with the highest four 

concentrations, 1500 μM, 750 μM, 375 μM and 187.5 μM. The above two pictures are for 

S. aureus, below two are for L. mono, left two are pure CA, middle are CA nanoemulsion 

and right are blank nanoemulsion treated bacterial cells. 

 

We measured the inhibition zone diameters; found it showed that the circle range is related 

with the concentration of carnosic acid in the CA-NE or CA as shown in Figure 36. In the 

order of 1500 μM, 750 μM, 375 μM, for L. monocytogenes: CA-NE: 9.39mm, 5.98mm, 

4.88mm; CA in DMSO: 7.70mm, 7.14mm, 7.24mm; For S. aureus: CA-NE: 5.90mm, 

5.14mm, 4.04mm; CA in DMSO: 6.78mm, 4.94mm, 4.43mm. From the above picture and 

the inhibition zone diameter, we can see clearly that both carnosic acid and carnosic acid 

nanoemulsion have inhibition activity on S. aureus and L. mono, which are Gram positive 

bacteria. The blank nanoemulsion has no effect, which means the antimicrobial effect of 

the carnosic acid was absolutely contributed by carnosic acid in the nanoemulsion. Even 

though, the measure of the inhibition zone is not a very accurate, but still the results 
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obtained are very producible and very efficient, thus it is widely applied by many studies 

for the screening and evaluation of different antimicrobial agents. It is fast and gives very 

direct results. The diffusion method is useful to compare the compounds or formulations 

with similar diffusion ability in the agar as the solvent or polarity of the compound itself 

will all affect the diffusion rate. For the nanoemulsion used here, the size and composition 

are all factors would influence the diffusion though the concentration difference is the main 

driving force. 

7.3.6. Inactivation kinetics and Minimum inhibition concentration (MIC) 

 

Figure 37. Growth curve of L. monocytogenes treated by CA and CA-NE 
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Figure 38. Growth curve of S. aureus treated by CA and CA-NE 

 

Table 9. Summary on the antibacterial effect of carnosic acid and carnosic acid 

nanoemulsion  

   Carnosic acid (CA)(μM) CA-Nanoemulsion 

Gram negative 
E. coli No effect No effect 

S. typhi No effect No effect 

Gram positive 
L. mono 375 375 

S. aureus 187.5 187.5 

 

From the above pictures, we can see that carnosic acid and carnosic acid nanoemulsion 

exhibit antilisterial and antistaphylococcal effect with the minimum inhibition 

concentration for L. mono is 187.5μM for CA and NE-CA, for S. aureus, the MIC for CA 

is 93.75, for NE-CA is 187.5 μM. The test were also applied on E. coli and S. typhi, 

however, in coincidence with the result of Agar well diffusion, there is no inhibition for 

both of them by CA or CA-NE between the tested concentrations. 
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The mechanism of how phenolic diterpene exhibit the antibacterial effect is not thoroughly 

understood. It has been proposed by some studies that because the hydrophobic nature, 

they could insert into the bacteria membrane145 As it would be possible for these lipophilic 

carnosic acid to react with the hydrophobic area of cell membrane and thus it would affect 

the rigidity and functioning of the cell membrane.51-52 And also it seems pure carnosic acid 

and carnosic nanoemulsion has almost the same MIC, even with pure CA better, one reason 

may that pure carnosic acid was first dissolved by DMSO, which bring it well to the broth, 

came contact with the bacteria cells. From the results, we can also interpret the data from 

another way that the nanoemulsion we produced for carnosic acid has comparable effect 

of the DMSO mediated carnosic acid.   

There have been quite a few studies about the difference of antibacterial ability of active 

compounds before and after incorporation into the delivery systems, however, there is no 

consensus on whether the encapsulation would increase or decrease the antibacterial 

activity.  

Donsì et al.146 in their research formulated a nanoemulsion system for incorporation of 

different essential oil and bioactives and found that the antimicrobial ability of these 

compounds was enhanced, thus they proposed that the nanoemulsion formulation should 

be capable to improve the permeation or transport of the compound encapsulated. 

Other studies also suggested that after incorporated in the different carrier formulations, 

the stability regarding both the ability to resist different pH or ionic salts to maintain their 

physical and chemical stability in the environment might be greatly improved. More 

importantly, the encapsulation materials may also have an positive effect on the transport 
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and uptake of the molecules into the bacterial cells, thus improve the antibacterial 

activity.147  

In another study by Salvia et al,148 they found that after encapsulated two  essential oils by 

nanoemulsion respectively, a more promote and improved inhibition on the bacteria growth 

than the conventional emulsion can be observed. The results indicated the antimicrobial 

enhancement is related to the smaller size of nanoemulsion for some type of essential oil, 

even though the type of essential oil plays a very crucial part. They proposed the more 

efficient release of the incorporated phenolic compounds contributed to the increased 

antibacterial efficacy. They also proposed that the solubilization of lipophilic compounds 

in the nanoemulsion would help them to interact with porins, which is a barrier for 

lipophilic compounds access into the cell membrane of Gram-negative bacteria. In many 

studies, carnosic acid was found possess a better antibacterial effect on Gram positive 

bacteria than the negative ones. 

The antimicrobial activity was related to the carrier formulations applied for the 

encapsulation of the bioactive compounds. The properties of the carrier systems such as its 

composition, size and surface charge can all exhibit different effects. From the viewpoint 

of carnosic acid, the dissolving solvent or the delivery systems would affect its release and 

transfer rate accessing to the bacteria cells. Faster or slower release will either enhance or 

decrease the inhibition kinetic. In addition, the encapsulation will also affect the stability 

of the carnosic acid, as our preliminary results showed that the nanoemulsion could 

improve the physical and chemical stability of carnosic acid in the TSB culture medium. 

In some scenario, the bioactive compounds may have much stronger interaction with the 

encapsulation material than with the bacteria cell wall, thus their inhibition activity may be 
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undermined. One example is if chitosan is in strong interaction forces with other 

components in the formulation such as some nanoparticles or emulsions, such that, in the 

culture medium, the effective amount that would be able to adhere to the cell wall for 

inhibiting the cell growth is decreased. 149 

Another study150 have shown that the MIC and MBC on their tested bacteria were enhanced 

by nano-encapsulation of thymol, the results indicated that the effectiveness of the 

bioactive compounds in the essential oil on the inhibition of the this bacteria is decreased 

by the encapsulation method. They proposed the reason maybe that ethyl 

cellulose/methylcellulose shell being non-degradable and the release of those lipophilic 

compounds in the nanoparticle takes priority on the inhibition of the growth of bacteria.  

 

7.4. Conclusion 

In this chapter, we mainly studied two areas. Firstly, by using a widely MTT assay, we 

tested the anti-proliferation activity of carnosic acid in either formulated or free form on 

different cancer cell lines. Carnosic acid dissolved by DMSO and formulated with 

nanoemulsion could efficiently inhibited the proliferation of HepG2, SK, HT29, Hela, 

Caco-2and A549 cells and the efficacy is related to the concentration of the carnosic acid 

and showed time-dependent when tested on HepG2 cells. We found the nanoemulsion was 

a little better than the DMSO dissolved carnosic acid. The possible reasons we proposed is 

that the nanoemulsion formulation would be able to enhance the absorption and stability 

of the carnosic acid into the carcinoma cells. Among all the cells, SK was the most sensitive 

one, with EC50 the lowest.  
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The inhibition of the various cancer cells growth in our research now showed a very 

promising application future for carnosic acid nanoemulsion formulation. In addition, this 

formulation is fabricated with food grade materials, thus is more realistic to be used than 

the organic solvent mediated delivery forms. Based on this, it is worth to study the 

mechanisms involved in this process regarding to different cell lines. Thus, we proposed 

that our formulated CA-NE has a promising future to be used for the prevention and 

treatment for different cancer diseases.  

As the antibacterial conducted in this part, after tested on four bacteria, we can see the pure 

carnosic acid possess antibacterial activity mainly on Gram-positive bacterial. After 

incorporate it into the nanoemulsion formulation, the situation did not change. Carnosic 

acid and carnosic acid nanoemulsion exhibit anti-listerial and anti-staphylococcal effect 

with the minimum inhibition concentration for L. mono is 187.5μM for CA and NE-CA, 

for S. aureus, the MIC for CA is 93.75, for NE-CA is 187.5 μM. The test was also applied 

on E. coli and S. typhi, however, in coincidence with the result of Agar well diffusion; 

there is no inhibition for both of them by CA or CA-NE between the tested concentrations. 

The results showed the encapsulation did not have much influence on the antibacterial 

activity of carnosic acid. Moreover, with similar IC 50 on the tested bacteria S. aureus and 

Listeria monocytogenes. 
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CHAPTER 8: SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 

8.1. Summary of the research 

As the awareness of health-promoting activity from dietary sources, such as vegetables, 

herbs, arise, many new nutraceuticals have been extracted and studied for their bio 

functions. More importantly, as the occurrence of many chronic diseases are related to the 

dietary habits and living habits, more and more people realized it is better to prevent the 

happen of these diseases from bioactive compounds. However, many of these 

nutraceuticals has a poor oral bioavailability because low solubility or absorption, and 

instability. To improve their bioavailability, we must firstly identify the problems of the 

specific compound we are interested. Then, we need to design the suitable solution to solve 

the problems. 

Carnosic acid is the most powerful antioxidant from rosemary extract according to many 

studies, which is highly lipophilic and can hardly solubilized in aqueous phase. Until now, 

there is insufficient study on its bioavailability and even less research on using natural 

material to form oral delivery systems to improve the solubility in aqueous-rich food 

systems or increase the dissolution in human gastrointestinal tract.  

In my research, a functional nanoemulsion containing carnosic acid was successfully 

fabricated. With the potential application of the nanoemulsion in food area in mind, we 

chose all the materials from natural sources or within the status of GRAS to formulate the 

nanoemulsion. As the concern of synthetic emulsifier, using natural emulsifiers such as 

lecithin for the emulsion preparation is favorable for health and acceptable for us.  
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We optimized the formulation in order to make a high carnosic acid-loaded nanoemulsion 

formulation with good stability and finally improved bioavailability. We finally get a 

nanoemulsion formulation with size around 170 nm, loading efficiency around 3.5% of 

carnosic acid, and stable under various conditions. Then our studies are divided mainly on 

two aims. Firstly, we applied both in vitro models and in vivo animal studies for the 

evaluation of the bioaccessibility and bioavailability of carnosic acid in nanoemulsion form 

compared with the unformulated one. pH-stat and TIM-1 in vitro digestion models clearly 

showed an obvious improvement of the bioaccessibility of carnosic acid by nanoemulsion. 

In vivo pharmacokinetic study using rats model further confirmed the results that 

nanoemulsion could efficiently improve the bioavailability of carnosic acid. Secondly, we 

tested the bioactivity of carnosic acid nanoemulsion regarding the cellular antioxidant, anti-

inflammatory, anti-proliferation on cancer cells and anti-bacterial activity on four different 

food-borne bacteria. Results showed either improved or unchanged activity or even 

decreased activity were discussed and explained. Overall speaking, the encapsulation dose 

not affected much on the activity of carnosic acid, which means the formulation is suitable 

for carnosic acid to perform its function. 

To summarize the results from current work, we can conclude that lecithin-based 

nanoemulsion may be used as a promising carrier for carnosic acid and has great potential 

to be utilized in a wide area of food industry either as a functional food or as antimicrobial 

agents. This work will also be a good reference for the future formulate of carrier 

formulations for carnosic acid and other similar compounds. 
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8.2. Future directions  

Due to the limitations of time and experience on the topic, there is always more work could 

be done to broad the current work. Even with the majority and a relatively complete study 

has been done here, there are still some very interesting and meaningful projects or 

extensions could be done for others.  

For the formulation part, more other materials from natural resources could be tested to 

make different emulsion systems or other delivery systems. For example, by combination 

of the polymers with small surfactant, the surface property would be changed, thus the 

formulated emulsion systems would exhibit different bioavailability properties and 

biofunctions. The materials could also be used for preparation of the Electrospun fibers by 

the help of different polymers, such as different proteins or polysaccharide. These 

nanofibers could be used as food packaging material. Because the antioxidant and 

antimicrobial activity of carnosic acid, this nanofiber containing carnosic acid is expected 

having a promising application in the food packaging area. 

Another aspect would be doing the mechanism studies regarding the antibacterial and also 

meaningful to do is a thorough analysis of the pharmacokinetic and tissue distribution after 

the oral ingestion of the prepared nanoemulsion formulation. This would give us a whole 

idea of the bioavailability and possible target to perform bioactivity. 
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APPENDIX: LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 

 

ACN Acetonitrile 

ABAP 2,2'-azobis(2-amidinopropane) 

dihydrochloride 

AUC Area under the curve 

CA Carnosic acid 

CAA Cellular Antioxidant Assay 

Cmax Maximum concentration 

DMSO Dimethyl Sulfoxide 

FBS Fetal Bovine Serum 

GRAS Generally Recognized As Safe 

MCT Medium Chain Triglyceride 

MTT 3-(4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-Yl)-2,5-

Diphenyltetrazolium Bromide 

Na TDC Sodium Taurodeoxycholate 

PC Phosphatidylcholine 

S.D. Standard Deviation 

TNF-α Tumor Necrosis Factor - α 

TSB Tryptic soy broth 

Tmax Maximum time 

 


